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ABSTRACT

I prepared AglPd and Cu/Pd superlattices using both sputtering and
molecular beam epitaxy. For the AglPd (tAg:tpd=l:l) superlattices, I observed
two distinctive behaviors in the structural coherence length ~ as a function of
modulation wavelength A. Using Brillouin light scattering (BLS) I observed a
50% enhancement of the shear elastic constant

C55

and a 16% increase of

Cll

with decreasing A. Annealing study showed that a high structural order of
the films in the growth direction was strongly correlated to the increase of

C55 •

For the 3:1 and 1:3 AglPd samples, I also observed a monotonic increase of
the Rayleigh velocity v R (or

C55 )

with decreasing A and similar behavior in the

structural coherence length to the 1:1 samples. In conclusion, the
recrystallization of the alloy and the formation of extended interfaces by
intermixing at the Ag-Pd interfaces are responsible for a large enhancement
of

C55 •

Using BLS for the Cu/Pd superlattices, I observed a 24% decrease of
as A was decreased to -30-40

A, followed

C55

by a rapid increase for smaller A.

The observed homogeneous strain in the growth direction showed a strong
relationship with

C55 •

The strain was localized at the interface and the Cu/Pd

films were in compressive stress for A < 38

A, and under tensile stress for

larger A. In conclusion, a localized strain at the interfaces in Cu/Pd is related
to the softening in

C55 •

The measurements of in-plane lattice spacing d[220]

14
indicated a structural transformation of the films at A = 14

A from

an

incoherent to a coherent structure. However, the in-plane strain did not
show any relationship with the softening of css .
For single crystalline Cu/Pd superlattices, well-defined RHEED streaks
showed incommensurate growth of Cu(l11) on Pd(l11) layer. The measured
shear elastic constant Css showed a 26% decrease with respect to the largest A
film with a peak at A '" 40

A.

Unlike the sputtered films, while css decreases

by 26% with decreasing A, the Cu/Pd films show no change in davg [l11] for A

> 40

A.

I observed no in-plane anisotropies in

for single crystal films.

VR

as predicted from theory
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Elastic anomalies in metallic superlattice systems

The elastic properties of composition-modulated metallic superlattice
films have received considerable attention over the past fifteen years
following the initial reports of anomalous enhancements of some elastic
moduli as measured by the bulge tester methodY Several-fold enhancement
in the biaxial modulus or Young's modulus, the so-called "supermodulus
effect," has been observed in superlattice systems in which the constituent
materials form solid solution. 1,2,3 For example, it was reported that the AglPd
system exhibit an increase of the biaxial modulus of up to 500%.1 However,
such large enhancements of the film stiffness are in doubt because of the
uncertainty of measurement on unsupported films by the original bulge test
method.4 More recent measurementsS,6,7,8,9 have failed to reproduce such
large enhancements of elastic moduli in the systems for which the
supermodulus effect has been originally measured. 1,2,3 Rather, only slight
increases or even no significant changes are measured as the modulation
wavelength A (or the repeat thickness of the constituents) is varied. In
apparent contrast, some Brillouin light scattering (BLS) measurements have
shown a softening of the shear elastic constant cH in Mo/Ni/o Nb/CU,I1,12
and Mo/Ta13, although a stiffening was found in Au/Cr.14 In general, as

16
measured using BLS a softening of the shear elastic constant c44 has been
observed in non-eutectic systems whose constituents are immiscible.
The elastic anomalies in composition-modulated multilayer films have
demonstrated a functional dependence on A, with either stiffening or
softening taking place in different material systems typically peaked at a
critical modulation wavelength Ac in the range 20-50

A.

These results can not

be explained by simple continuum elasticity theory15 which predicts no
functional dependence of the elastic properties on A.
At present, several theories have been proposed for the elastic
anomalies observed in superlattice systems. These are (i) electronic effect due
to an interaction of the Fermi surface with reduced Brillouin zones created by
the periodicity of composition modulation,t6,17 (ii) nonlinear elastic effect
due to coherency strain generated from coherence interfaces of multilayers/ 8
and (iii) elastic strains created by surface stress effects.19 Recently, Jaszczak
and Wolfo. 21 ,ll suggested that the elastic anomaly is not only due to
structural disorder at the interfaces but also affected by the volume expansion
following the lattice parameter change normal to the film plane. However,
the physical mechanism responsible for these unusual elastic behaviors is still
unknown and controversial.
It has been observed that a change in the shear elastic constant C55 is

strongly correlated to the average lattice spacing d,lVs perpendicular to the film
surface for Nb/Cu 23 and Moffa ll films. This structural change in davg is
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considered to result from the different electronic properties of the constituent
materials at the interfaces.23 However, the origin of the lattice spacing change
is still controversial. While Huberman and Grimsditch25 have predicted that
the change would be distributed throughout the bulk layer, Clemens and
Eesl ey26 have inferred that the expansion in average lattice spacing is
localized at the interfaces. The localized strain at interfaces has been
attributed to an anomalous softening of longitudinal sound velocity in Ti/Ni,
Pt/Ni, and Mo/Ni. 26 In a recent x-ray diffraction study for Mo/Ni,27 the
expansion in dat,s is concluded to result not from interfacial strain,26 as
previously interpreted, but from substrate-interaction stresses. To date, it has
yet to be resolved whether the change of average lattice spacing originates
from the bulk layer, the interface, or from both.
Using Brillouin light scattering (BLS), I have studied the elastic
properties of AglPd and Cu/Pd superlattice films. A strong A dependence of
elastic constants,

C 55

and cl1 , is observed for both systems. Despite the several-

fold enhancement of elastic moduli 2 originally reported in this system I
observed only a 16% stiffening of cl1 and a 50% stiffening of

C55

in the AglPd

superlattice system. However, this is the first time that such a large
enhancement of

C55

has been measured using BLS in a metallic superlattice

system. I have found that as the modulation wavelength A of sputterdeposited AglPd superlattice films is decreased to A ~ 20

A, there is a

transformation from the multilayer structure to a solid solution alloy which
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has a high degree of structural order and stiff elastic constants. For AglPd
films with A > 20
distance of 10

A.

A,

there are extended interfaces due to intermixing over the

Second, I have observed an -8% decrease in the Rayleigh

sound wave velocity vR in Cu/Pd films as A is decreased. This decrease is
equivalent to a 24% softening of c55 • From my structural measurements, I
conclude that both interfacial strain and changes in interface density are
responsible for the decrease of

VR

with decreasing A. Third, I observed a 26%

softening of the shear elastic constant

C55

in MBE-grown crystalline

Cu(l11)/Pd(l11) superlattice films. The observed strong A-dependence of

C55

in the Cu/Pd system (both sputtered and MBE-grown films) is in contrast with
the results by Davis et al. 5 in which they reported composition modulated
Cu/Pd films have no enhancement of elastic moduli as a function of A.

1.2 Basics of elasticity in solids
The mechanics of deformation in solids is the study of the relationship
between changes in the volume and shape of materials and the forces which
induce them. Macroscopic deformation theory ignores the discrete-particle
structure of matter and considers a solid body as a continuum. Consequently,
a load is most usefully expressed as force per unit area (stress). The stress is
not only proportional to the direction in which the force acts but also to the
orientation of the surface element. The deformation is described in terms of
fractional displacements (strain).
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In the linear theory of elasticity, the stress and strain can be related by
the simplest relation, Hooke's law

(1.1)
where Tij is the stress tensor,

Cij1d

the elastic stiffness tensor, and

tensor.28 For only small deformations,

Ski

sIJ. -_ -21 [au;
-ax.
Tij

and

Ski'

the strain

can be symmetric tensor

au

+ -

J

The symmetries of

Ski

j ]

ax.

(1.2)

.

I

together with the requirement that the

elastic potential energy be a quadratic function of the strains, impose the
following symmetry conditions on the cijl'/:

This reduces the number of possible independent elastic constants from 81 to
21 (for triclinic crystal symmetry). Crystal symmetries reduce the number still

further in specific cases; for examples, 3 independent elastic stiffness
coefficients for cubic symmetry and 5 independent coefficients for hexagonal
symmetry.29 In order to reduce the multiplicity of subscripts on the
indices can be simplified according to: 11 - I, 22 - 2, 33

.~

Cijkl'

the

3, 23 and 32 -

4, 13 and 31 - 5, and 12 and 21 - 6. Then Hooke's law can be rewritten in
the following tensor nota tion,
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(1.3)

where

is the redefined strains. Subscript 1, 2, 3 refer to tensile stresses and

f

strains, and 4, 5, 6 refer to shear stresses and strains. Using the abbreviation
of indices, the fourth-rank stiffness tensor becomes a 6 x 6 matrix.
For hexagonal symmetry, when the 6-fold symmetric "c-axis" is parallel
with

~ 3'

the matrix of stiffness is given with 5 independent elastic constants

as follows

cij

with cH

= Css and

C66

=

Cll

C 12

c13 0

0

0

C 12

c ll c13 0

0

0

c13

C 13

0

0

0

0

0

0 c44 0

0

0

0

0

0 css

0

0

0

0

0

C33

0 c66

= (c n - CrJ/2.30

The well-known elastic moduli are Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio,
the bulk modulus, and the shear modulus. Young's modulus is defined as
the ratio of an extensional stress to an extensional strain in the same
direction. In the case of simple tension along a cube axis (1,0,0), the lateral
contraction is uniform, and sections of the rod deform to geometrically
similar contours. The ratio of lateral contraction to longitudinal extension is
defined as the Poisson's raio. The bulk modulus is the negative of the ratio
of hydrostatic pressure to the relative change in volume. Finally, the shear
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modulus is the ratio of the shear stress to the shear strain.
The force exerted on any element of a solid is the gradient of the
stress, which leads to an equation of motion. In the absence of body forces
and piezoelectric effects the wave equation for the displacement in a perfectly
elastic, homogeneous, anisotropic medium can be written

(1.4)
where p is the density of the medium concerned,

U

=

(u 1,

U2I

u3) is the

displacement field and T is the stress tensor. 30.)1 The displacement u(r, t) is a
measure of the shift away from the rest position for material at location r =
(xv

X 21

x3) and at time t. The stress component

Tij

is the internal elastic force

per unit area parallel to :¥ i acting in the plane normal to :¥ j'
Combining Equation (1.1), (1.2), and (1.4) and eliminating T and 5, one
obtains an undriven wave equation in the displacement field
(flu j

(flu;.

(1.5)

= o.
ax.ax
1 I

p - - c .. - ~2

v,

'lid

For the infinite medium, the simplest solutions of the wave equation
are plane waves:
u = (~)lteeXp[i(q.r - Ot)] + C'c ,

where q and

n are

(1.6)

the wavevector and the frequency of the acoustic wave.

The solutions for the displacement eigenvector

Uc

and the magnitude of
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wavevector q depend on the propagation direction and the properties of the
stiffness tensor c.
Substituting equation (1.6) in (1.5) gives
(1.7)

where v is the phase velocity of the acoustic waves (D/q) and

11;

denotes the

direction cosines of the normal to the wavefront. Setting the determinant of
the coefficients equals to zero,

(1.8)
produces a cubic equation in

7.i. The three roots are the square of the

velocities of the three bulk waves. The eigenvectors of the three solutions are
one displacement vector being quasi-longitudinal and the other two being
quasi-transverse.
For the surface acoustic waves guided in a film on a semi-infinite
medium, the equation (1.8) is solved for the particular crystal geometry of the
samples and the boundary conditions. 31 ,32 For the elastic study of thin film
supported by a substrate, Equation (1.8) can be solved for a semi-infinite
medium by setting

X3

:s O. There are several surface guided acoustic waves

that satisfy Equation (1.8). The acoustic modes supported by a thin film on a
semi-infinite substrate 32 can be classified according to the polarization of the
atomic displacements relative to the sagittal plane (the plane containing the
acoustic wavevector q and the surface normal). The Rayleigh mode and
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higher order Sezawa modes have displacements in the sagittal plane, and the
Love modes have displacements perpendicular to the sagittal plane and in the
film surface. The Rayleigh and Sezawa modes generally have displacement
components perpendicular to the film surface which corrugate the surface.
However, because the Love mode displacements do not ripple the film
surface, light scattering from these modes is very weak compared with that
from the Rayleigh and Sezawa modes. 33

1.3 Brillouin light scattering (BLS)
The elastic constants of metallic films can be determined from Brillouin
scattering measurements of the velocity dispersion of surface acoustic-modes
guided in films. Rayleigh and Sezawa acoustic modes l 2,13,3-\ are thermally
generated and localized on the surface of the films. These modes
subsequently corrugate the film surface from which laser light scatters, - this
is referred to as ripple scattering. In the BLS experiment, frequency shifts are
observed in the inelastic scattering of incident laser light from the acoustic
waves. The measured frequency shifts are directly converted to the phase
velocities of surface acoustic modes in a given scattering geometry. By
changing the incident angle of laser light to the film surface, the
measurements are used to construct the velocity dispersion curves. For
sputtered films which have hexagonal symmetry,35 four of the five
independent elastic constants: cit, c13 , C33 ' and

C55

= C44

determine the velocities
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of these modes. The other independent elastic constant c12 affects the
dispersion of the Love modes that are localized at the interface between film
and substrate. 33,36 For the analysis of their elastic properties from the BLS
spectra, the superlattice films are treated as single-component films with the
one set of effective elastic constants. This approximation is valid for
modulation wavelengths A (~ 150
acoustic wavelengths (i"ac = 3000

A) that are small compared with the

A). Among the four independent elastic

constants, the shear elastic constant

C55

is determined primarily by the

measured Rayleigh sound velocity vR• Then, using a given

C55

the other

elastic constants are obtained from least square fitting to the velocity
dispersion curves. The details of Brillouin light scattering measurements and
the determination of elastic constants are discussed in Chapter 4.

1.4 Organization of chapters
The topics are organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the details of
sample preparation including the sample growth conditions, substrate
selection and surface preparation are described. Instrumentation of both the
sputtering system and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system is described. In
Chapter 3, structural properties of films as measured using various
characterization techniques are discussed. The x-ray analysis includes BraggBrentano diffraction geometry, Seemann-Bohlin diffraction geometry, and
rocking curve measurements. Using x-ray techniques, I determined such film
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characteristics as structural coherence length, average d[111] spacing,
modulation wavelength A, and mosaic spread of crystallites. The results of
ion beam backscattering experiments are presented. This technique
determined the stoichiometry, film impurities, and total film thickness. Ion
beam channeling also was used to study the single crystalline quality of MBEgrown films. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is described for study of
surface topography. Finally, ill situ Reflection High Energy Electron
Diffraction (RHEED) is presented for study of the single crystal growth of
films during deposition. In Chapter 4, the determination of elastic constants
using Brillouin light scattering experiments is described for both sputtered
films and MBE-grown single crystalline films. The results of elastic properties
of AglPd and Cu/Pd superiattices, including single crystal Cu and Pd films,
are presented. In Chapter 5, the observed structural properties of films are
related to the measured elastic behavior. The physical origins of the elastic
anomaly in both AglPd and Cu/Pd superJattices are discussed. In Chapter 6,
conclusions from this study of the elastic properties of the AglPd and Cu/Pd
systems are presented.
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CHAPTER 2
SAMPLE PREPARATION

2.1 Sample design
The design of multilayer samples for measurements of elastic properties
using Brillouin light scattering (BLS) should take into account two important
characteristic length scales of the samples; the modulation wavelength A and
the film thickness. First, the superlattice films were prepared with A ranging
from two monolayers (ML) to 140

A.

To date, the elastic anomalies in metallic

superlattice systems have been observed at certain critical modulation
wavelengths A from 20 to 40

A.

Second, the total film thickness of

superlattices by sputtering was typically 4000

A.

Higher order surface waves

are guided in thick film supported by the semi-infinite substrate and the
surface acoustic waves guided are localized within approximately 3000
the surface. 37 The optical skin depth of visible light is about

0opt .. 150

A from

A.

Thus, it is necessary that the film is thick such that many surface waves are
allowed and the influence of supporting substrate can be avoided. Increased
number of modes will eventually enhance the accuracy of elastic constants.
On the other hands, the total film thickness of MBE-grown Cu/Pd superlattice
films was set approximately 1600

A due

to very low evaporation rates of the

constituents (smaller than a factor of 20 of the sputtering rates). From the
films with such film thickness I observed three surface acoustic modes up to
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second order Sezawa mode, which were suitable for determining the
reasonable elastic constants.
In addition to multilayer films, single element films were prepared to
determine the elastic constants of the constituents in thin film; i.e. Ag, Cu,
and Pd. The elastic constants obtained from these films were then used for
fitting of the multilayer samples. Four different film thicknesses, e.g. 250
500

A, 1000 A, and 2500 Awere deposited.

A,

These thicknesses allowed us to

obtain the velocity dispersion curves of surface acoustic waves in a wide
range of qll, where q is the wavevector of acoustic mode and 11 is the film
thickness. This velocity dispersion curves in a wide range of qh yielded
accurate measurements of the elastic constants of the films.

2.2 Sputtering

2.2.1 Sputtering system
The vacuum system of the sputtering machine is composed of two
vacuum pumps; a diffusion pump with cryotrap and a mechanical pump.
The micrometer-adjustable variable orifice assures correct differential pressure
between the sputtering chamber and the diffusion pump. In addition, a
heater assembly consisted of two 1500 W quartz lamps and a molybdenum
reflector is used to bake out the sputtering chamber for typically 1-2 hours,
which shortens the pump-down time by enhancing desorption of water vapor
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and other gases off the chamber wall.
The pressure of the system is monitored by an ion gauge and two
thermocouple gauges. The base pressure of the chamber and gas
compositions are also monitored with an Inficon Quadrex 100 residual gas
analyzer (RCA). The sputtering pressure is measured by a manometer located
on the top plate of sputtering chamber. The typical base and deposition
pressures used for sputtering are 1-2 x 10-7 torr and 6-7 mtorr, respectively.
The sputtering chamber consists of a base plate and a cylindrical
stainless bell jar with a removable top plate. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic
drawing of the sputtering system. There are three sputtering sources; two of
them are magnetically enhanced dc triode sources and a third one is a
conventional magnetron source. Two triode sources are coupled to a feedback controller that regulates the electric power to the guns such that the film
thickness fluctuation of either single layer or multilayer samples can be
limited with an accuracy of 0.3% .38 Ultra high purity (99.999%) argon was
used as a sputtering gas.
The substrate table (an aluminum disc of 5 11/16" radius) above the
three sputtering sources is attached to a threaded shaft and to a ferrofluidic
rotary feedthrough to the top plate of the sputtering chamber. The rotation
of the table is driven by a servomotor on the top plate that is coupled to an
optical encoder and a servo amplifier, and is accurately controlled by a
microprocessor.
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Figure 2.1

Schematic diagram of sputtering system.
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The sputtering rates are calculated by an empirical equation of

(2.1)

where R is the sputtering rate in the unit of Nsec, Co is a constant coefficient,
I is the target current in amperes, V is the target voltage in volts, Vr is the

threshold voltage that is characteristic to material, and rand h are the target
radius and the source-to-substrate distance in inches, respectively. The
sputtering rate is directly proportional to the quantity of

(lU

d), where

lU

is the

angular velocity of the substrate table and d is the thickness of the deposited
layer. By equating two quantities; i.e., R B

=

lU

d where 8 is the atomic flux

cone angle, the target voltage and target current are determined for selected
materials. For target materials, I used high purity Ag(99.999%), Cu(99.999%),
and Pd(99.99%). To deposit the desired multilayer structure, the substrates
were rotated alternately over each target at angular velocities adjusted to
predetermined modulation wavelengths.

Substrate cleaning
The sapphire substrate cleaning procedure consists of ultrasonic
cleaning in both a dilute soap solution and pure ethanol. First, the substrates
are cleaned in a dilute (about 1%) soap solution in a ultrasonic cleaner for
approximately 5 minutes and then rinsed in running deionized water. The
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substrates are placed in ethanol and again cleaned in a ultrasonic cleaner for
about 5 minutes. This ultrasonic cleaning is then repeated with a fresh
solution. Finally, the substrates are removed from the second ethanol bath in
such a way that ethanol does not wet the substrate surface. The substrates
are then immediately placed into the sputtering chamber. Carbon substrates
for Rutherford backscattering spectrometry were used without cleaning.

2.2.2 AwPd superlattices

The AglPd superlattices for the present work were prepared using
magnetically enhanced dc-triode sputterin~9 with A ranging from 5

A.

A to 120

The base pressure before sputtering was typically 2.0 x 10-7 torr, and the

argon pressure was 6 mtorr. For tAg:tpd=l:l films, the sputtering rates were
20.9 Nsec for Ag and 18.0 Nsec for Pd. The composition of films was 51.6 at.

% Pd as determined from the growth rates of the two constituents. For
tAg :tl'd=1:3 (3:1) films, the sputtering rates were 19.4 'Alsec (36.4 Nsec) for Ag
and 49.3 Nsec (12.6 Nsec) for Pd. The atomic composition of the constituents
were 74.7 at. % Pd and 28.7 at. % Pd for 1:3 and 3:1 samples, respectively.
The films were deposited on 90° orientated single-crystal sapphire substrates
in which the c-axis is parallel to the surface. The substrates were held at
ambient temperature during deposition. The total film thicknesses were
about 4400

Afor 1:1

and 3:1 and 3600

A for 1:3, as determined by Rutherford

backscattering spectrometry (RBS) measurements assuming the bulk densities
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of Ag and Pd.
Several months after the first series of 1:1 AglPd films were grown, I
prepared the second series of samples to study the elastic behavior for small
modulation wavelengths A ::; 25

A.

In the second series, the growth

conditions were slightly changed from the first series of films. The sputtering
rates were 20.9 Nsec for Ag and 18.8 Nsec for Pd. The composition of films
was 53.1 at. % ·Pd. The total thickness was about 3800

A.

In addition, I

prepared co-deposited Ag-Pd alloy films. The substrates were placed between
the two target materials and simultaneously exposed to the sputtered atomic
beams for deposition. For these samples the sputtering rates were 6.8 Nsec
for Ag and 6.7 Nsec for Pd, respectively. The composition of this film was
53.8 ± 1.5 at. % Pd across the sample surface. The total thicknesses of the as-

deposited alloy films was about 3300

A.

2.2.3 Cu/Pd superlattices

By using magnetically enhanced dc-triode sputterin~9 a series of Cu/Pd
superlattice films were prepared with A, determined from x-ray diffraction,
ranging from 10
and 4500

A as

A to

130

A.

The total film thicknesses were between 4100

A

determined by A times the number of bilayers. The base

pressure was typically 2.0 x 10-7 torr, and the Ar sputtering pressure was 7
mtorr. The sputtering rates were 7.1 Nsec for Cu and 9.0 Nsec for Pd. The
films were deposited on single crystalline 0° sapphire substrates at ambient
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temperature. The mean composition of the films was 49 at. % Pd as
determined from Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) with an
accuracy of ±O.2%.40 Film thicknesses determined by Rutherford
backscattering were within 2.5% of those calculated from x-ray diffraction.

2.3 Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)

2.3.1 MBE system
Single-crystal Cu, Pd, and CuJPd superlattices were prepared using
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The MBE machine consists of five main
chambers: an introduction and a preparation chamber for loading and
stationing the samples, a SMOKE (surface magneto-optic Kerr effect) chamber
for in situ surface magnetic Kerr rotation measurements, an analysis chamber,
and a growth chamber. Shown in Figure 2.2 is a diagram of modified PerkinElmer 433-S MBE machine.
The analysis chamber is equipped with a substrate stage with a
graphite heater with a maximum temperature of 800°C. The base pressure of
the analysis chamber is typically 1.0 x 10-11 torr. For in situ analysis, there are
dual channel x-ray sources with Mg target for x-ray photo-electron
spectroscopy (XPS) and an electron gun for auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
coupled to a double-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) detector. In
addition, an ion source is equipped for ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS) or ion
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Figure 2.2

Schematic diagram of modified 433-5 Perkin Elmer
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) system.
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beam sputter-depth profiling using AES.
The growth chamber includes several deposition sources; two singleelectron evaporators, a four-hearth electron evaporator, and two effusion cells.
I used high purity target materials of Cu(99.9999%) and Pd (99.9999%) for film
deposition. There is a sample manipulator in the middle of the chamber
which is off-aligned from the evaporation and effusion sources. Rotation of
the manipulator during deposition significantly improves the thickness
uniformity across the film surface within 0.5%.41 A graphite heater coupled
to the manipulator is capable of heating the substrate up to 1100 0c. Electron
impact emission spectroscopy (ElES) sensors and their associated optical filters
are located near the substrate. These sensors monitor and regulate the
evaporation rates with feed-back circuitry. The base pressure of the growth
chamber is typically 1.5 x 10-10 torr.
During deposition in the growth chamber, film growth can be
monitored using both Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED)
and low energy electron diffraction (LEED). RHEED system contains an
electron gun (1-10 KeV) mounted with a grazing angle of 2° with respect to
the film surface. The electron diffraction pattern reflected from the specimen
is produced at a 6" O.D. phosphor screen located 12" away from the center of
the specimen surface. The reverse-view LEED system consists of an electron
gun and a standard retarding-field energy analyzer42 which is composed of
epicentric spherical grids and a spherical collector screen. The LEED pattern
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generated at the phosphor layer of collector screen can be seen through the
view port (4.5" D.D.). Both RHEED and LEED patterns are recorded by either
a polaroid camera or a high resolution CCD camera.

2.3.2 Substrate preparation
I prepared single-crystal Cu and Cu/Pd superlattice samples on Si(111)
wafers. Silicon is a good candidate for BLS study because of its high thermal
conductivity and high elastic stiffness which allows many surface acoustic
waves guided in the film supported by the substrate. More importantly,
Cu(111) film grows single crystalline on Si(111) surface at room
temperature. 43,H,4S The crystallographic orientations of Si(111) is shown in
Figure 4.11. In the current study I used boron doped p type Si(111) wafers (3"
D.D. x 0.015" thick) of high resistivity (p

~

100-cm).

Before loading into the ultra high vacuum system, an as-received Si
wafer was cleaned only with HF acid solution. This new method was simple
but very successful compared to the traditional method of wafer cleaning
using wet chemistry.46 A 48% hydro flouric (HF) acid was diluted to an
absolute 2.0% solution with de-ionized water. The Si wafer was placed into
the solution for approximately 40 seconds and then pulled out. If water
doesn't bead off the Si surface, the wafer should be placed into the acid
solution for a few more seconds. Since non-oxidized Si is hydrophobic, water
does not get wet the surface if the oxide layer has been successfully removed.
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The HF dipped wafer was loaded into the introduction chamber immediately
and subsequently transferred into the growth chamber.
To obtain the (7x7) surface reconstruction, the Si(111) wafer was heattreated in two step processes. Figure 2.3 is a schematic drawing of annealing
process as a function of time. During annealing, in situ reflection high
energy electron diffraction (RHEED) was performed on the substrate sample.
First, the substrate was heated to T = 400 °C and held for 2 hours. Although
the oxide layer on the substrate surface is etch-cleaned, hydrocarbons likely
remain on the surface. At this moderate temperature, hydrocarbon will be
desorbed without breaking into hydrogen and carbon. If it breaks, carbon
will form silicon carbide which won't be desorbed until T > 1200 0c. After
removing hydrocarbons from the surface, the Si wafer is treated at high
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Figure 2.3

Schematic diagram of annealing process for (7x7)
Si(lll) surface reconstruction.
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temperature T

= 850°C.

Right after resuming heating at T

= 400°C, (lxl)

Si RHEED streaks

appears. Diffraction streaks are usually wide and diffused with a bright
background. At T

= 550°C the fractional spots of the 7x7 pattern starts to

~

730°C, streaky 7x7 RHEED pattern becomes clear up to

appear. Over T

the 2/7th order spots. For T

~

800°C, the 7x7 RHEED pattern of up to 3/7th

order spots is observed. The substrate is held for 10 minutes at T
Annealing to higher temperature

(~

= 850°C.

850°C) does not help to noticeably

improve the surface reconstruction. The substrate is then cooled to room
temperature. At the first stage of annealing to T = 400°C, the chamber
pressure increases rapidly to 2.1 x 10-9 torr from 1.5 x 10-10 torr. The
maximum pressure during annealing process is typically 2.5 x 10-9 torr at T =
850°C. Compared to the conventional method,46 this new annealing process
was easy and very successful. Even without Si evaporation of about 100

A on

to the Si wafer, I was able to get a high quality 7x7 Si(lll) reconstructed
surface.

2.3.3 Epitaxial growth of Cu and Pd films
Single element Cu films were deposited onto Si(111) wafer using
electron beam evaporation. The deposition rate was varied from 0.24 Nsec to
0.62 Nsec due to a unsettled electron beam evaporation of as-received Cu

target. The pressure during evaporation was about 1.9 x 10-9 torr. The Si(l11)
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substrate was rotated at 6 rpm to enhance the thickness uniformity across the
wafer within 0.5%.41 Deposition was performed at ambient temperature.
Single crystal Cu films have been previously prepared on (7x7) Si(ll1)
surfaces43,47,48,49 as well as on UHV cleaved (2xl) Si(111) reconstructed
surfaces.44 However, I obtained the single crystal growth of Cu films either
on (1x1) or on (7x7) Si(111) reconstructed surface. Shown in Figure 3.30 is
typical RHEED pattern of Cu and Pd film on Si. The RHEED streaks were
slanted because the Si[111] was tilted by approximately 4° from the surface
normal. In addition, I observed that Cu(111) plane grows rotated by 30° with
respect to Si(111) plane as previously observed.45 Lattice mismatch between
ds;[112] and dcur"110] is 7%.

Single crystal Pd(111) films were successfully grown on Cu(111) surface
using an effusion cell at room temperature. The effusion cell was held at T =
(1400 ± 1) °C during deposition. The deposition rate was about O.lS/vsec
and the deposition pressure was about 1.9 x 10,9 torr. The substrate was
rotated at the rate of 6 rpm. Since Pd does not grow single crystalline on Si,
Pd(111) films were deposited on Cu(111) buffer layer of t = 60

Athat was

prepared on Si(lll) wafer. Despite silicide formation within 40

A of the Cu/Si

interface,45,50 the top surface of buffer layer is pure copper. Well-defined
RHEED streaks (Figure 3.30) indicate the bulk in-plane lattice spacing of Cu.

2.3.4 MBE-grown Cu/Pd superlattices
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A series of single-crystal Cu/Pd superlattices of modulation wavelength
A ranging 9.8

A to 100 A was

prepared using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).

I used an electron beam evaporator and an effusion cell for Cu and Pd
depositions, respectively. I had epitaxially grown single crystal Pd on
CU51 .52 and single crystal Cu on Pd53 at room temperature as previously
observed. Multilayers were grown by an alternate deposition of Cu and Pd
on a Cu buffer layer of about 60

A on the (7x7)

To keep top surface with Pd layer an extra 10

Si(lll) reconstructed surface.

A of Pd was deposited between

multilayer and Cu buffer layer. The deposition pressure was typically 1 x 10-9
torr. The Cu evaporation rate was 0.3 Nsec regulated by a feed-back
controller optically coupled to the electron impact emission spectroscopy
(EIES) sensor. The Pd rate was typically 0.154 Nsec at Teffusion
The total film thickness was about 1650

A.

= (1400

The mean composition of the

films was 40 at. % Pd as determined from Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy (RBS).

± 1)

dc.
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CHAPTER 3
SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION

3.1 X-ray diffraction analysis

3.1.1 Artificial superlattice structure
An artificially structured superlattice film consists of a repetition of
bilayers of material A and material B, as shown in Figure 3.1. The
superlattices are characterized with three length scales which are (i) the
modulation wavelength A

= tA +

tB defined as the bilayer thickness, (ii) the

average lattice spacing davg of the constituent materials in the growth

Figure 3.1

Schematic diagram of superlattice structure.
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e, which is the distance

direction, and (iii) the structural coherence length

over which the atomic positions are correlated. These can be measured with
x-ray diffraction technique.
X-ray diffraction is a non destructive and accurate technique that is
widely used for quantitative analysis of the structure of superlattice films. In
this research, I used a standard 6-26 high angle x-ray diffractometer with
CuKa radiation (Ax = 1.54

A) in the Bragg-Brentano geometry in which the

scattering vector q is always perpendicular to the film plane. The theory of xray diffraction from superlattice films is well developed. 54
In a 6-26 x-ray spectrum of a superlattice film shown below in Fig.
3.7(a), the central Bragg peak determines the average lattice constant davg• The
high angle peak positions are usually indexed with respect to davg determined:
1

n

davg

A

(3.1)

-±-,

where Ax is the wavelength of x-ray radiation, and

11

is an integer that refers

to the order of the satellite peak and davg =N(I1 A +11 B) is the average lattice
spacing in the growth direction, where

l1A

and

l1B

are the number of atomic

planes of material A and B in one bilayer. The three characteristic length
scales of superlattice film are directly determined from the x-ray spectrum.
Firstly, the modulation wavelength A is determined from the peak positions of
adjacent satellites using the following equation:
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Ax

A =-----2 (sin6n -sin6n + 1)

(3.2)

Secondly, the average lattice spacing dm•g is determined from the position of
the central Bragg peak using the following equation:

(3.3)

where m is an integer that refers to the order of the Bragg peak. Finally, the
structural coherence length

e can be estimated from the full width at half

maximum of the diffraction peak using Scherrer's equation: 55

FWHM(26)' cos6 B

(3.4)

For further detailed information of multilayer structure it is necessary
to model the system since the x-ray diffraction intensity is recorded, the phase
term is lost and the x-ray intensity can not be converted to give details of the
structural information. Recently, a sophisticated model called SUPREX has
been developed by Fullerton et al. 56 It fits the relative intensity and the
diffraction profile of the x-ray spectrum, and allows us to determine layer
thickness fluctuations, lattice spacings of individual layers, and chemical
composition provided that the proper input parameters are used. It is
observed that the broadening of linewidth of diffraction peaks is correlated to
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the structural disorders: interfacial disorder and layer thickness fluctuation.
The interfacial disorder (or interfacial roughness) leads to broadening of all
the peaks evenly while the layer thickness fluctuation leads to increased
broadening of the lines with increasing order n of the satellite diffraction
peak away from the central Bragg peak. The SUPREX refinement program
was used to fit x-ray spectra of polycrystalline Cu/Pd superlattice films.

3.1.2 AglPd superlattice films
I characterized the structure of my films using 6-26 x-ray diffraction
with CuKa radiation (Ax

= 1.54 A)

and the Bragg-Brentano geometry. The

inherent instrumental linewidth of my x-ray diffractometer was approximately
26

= 0.079°.

The theory of x-ray diffraction from a superlattice structure of

materials is well developed.56,54 The resultant modulation of the x-ray
diffraction pattern of composition-modulated superlattices results not only
from the contrast of the lattice parameter of the constituent materials, but also
from the difference in their respective atomic scattering factors. 57 For the
AglPd system, the x-ray diffraction is determined primarily by the difference
(5.1 %) in the lattice parameters of Ag and Pd because of the small difference
in their atomic scattering factors over the entire 26 scattering range. Welldefined superlattice peaks were clearly observed for AglPd (1:1) films with A

> 25

A.

For A S 25

A, however, I was not able to observe the x-ray satellite

peaks, although I had sufficient sensitivity to detect these peaks if they
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existed at their theoretically expected intensities. Instead, I obtained the
diffraction peaks from all [hkl] crystal orientations allowed for fcc materials.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the change of the x-ray spectra with A. The arrow at 28
= 45.50 indicates the expected position of the [200] fundamental diffraction

peak. X-ray diffraction spectrum from a co-deposited Ag-Pd alloy film, as
presented at the bottom of Figure 3.2, features well-defined diffraction peaks
with broad linewidths.
All films showed a preferred crystal orientation with the [111] direction
normal to the film plane, as expected for fcc materials. 38 For A > 25, for
which satellite peaks were observed, only the [111] film texture along the
growth direction was obtained. As A was decreased to approximately 20

k

considerable [200L [220L and [311] textures appeared at the expense of the
[111] texture. As A was decreased below 20

k

the films recovered a strong

preferred orientation in the [111] direction. The co-deposited film showed
appreciable film textures of all crystal orientations along the growth direction.
Film textures of superlattice films nearly identical to those of the alloy film
were found between 15 :::; A :::; 25

A.

Using Scherrer's equation (Equation 3.4),55 I determined the structural
coherence length

~

in the growth direction by deconvolving the instrumental

linewidth from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the central Bragg
peak. The normalized structural coherence length e/A is plotted against 1/A
in Figure 3.3 (a). I obtained two distinctive trends in the plot. A change in
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Figure 3.2

High angle x-ray diffraction spectra of the first series
of AglPd (1:1) samples.
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the behavior of ~/A can be seen at A '" 20

A, which I call the critical

modulation wavelength Ac. The change in slope and rapid increase of

~/A

for

A < Ac was reproducible, as observed for films that were prepared months
later. It can be seen that the data on the second series of films (open circles
in Figure 3.3 (a)) deviated somewhat from the first series of films (closed
circles in Figure 3.3 (a)). I believe this disagreement is due to slightly
different growth conditions in the rates and composition of the second series
of films.
As shown in Figure 3.3 (b) and (c), similar behavior in

~/A

as a

function of modulation wavelength A was also obtained in the films of
different Ag:Pd compositions of 3:1 and 1:3. The critical modulation
wavelengths for 3:1 and for 1:3 were 19

A and 25.4 A, respectively.

For A >

Ac' the normalized structural coherence length showed a small, linear decrease
as A was increased. It is believed that the interfacial disorder introduced by
both lattice mismatch and misfit dislocations contributed to the loss of long
range coherency.58 According to the model presented by van der Merwe
and Jesser,59 the critical bilayer thickness is about 9 A for the lattice misfit of
the AglPd system. Misfit dislocations are energetically favorable at large A
because the dislocation energy is inversely proportional to A.60 For eutectic
superlattice systems like AglPd, the intermixing of the constituent materials
would force the dislocations to move away from the interface and to become
distributed in the alloyed volume.6 )
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I investigated crystallites of all allowed [hkl] crystal orientations for the
films with A

:s

25

Awhich

produced no superlattice peaks. I studied grains

both in the growth direction using Bragg-Brentano x-ray diffraction, and not
in the growth direction using glancing-incidence Seemann-Bohlin x-ray
diffraction in which the

q vector is moving in the scattering plane with a

fixed incident angle. 62,63 For Seemann-Bohlin x-ray diffraction, I also used

CuKa radiation (Ax

= 1.54 A)

and a grazing incident angle of 6° with respect

to the film plane.
Figure 3.4 shows a change of crystallite sizes with A, as determined (a)
from Bragg-Brentano x-ray diffraction and (b) from Seemann-Bohlin x-ray
diffraction. In Figure 3.4 (a), the size of the [111] crystallite of the multilayer
films increases significantly from 200

Ato 440 Aas A is decreased, while

grains of different crystal orientations remain constant at the size of about 110

A.

However, in Figure 3.4 (b) no grains but [311] grain off-aligned from the

growth direction showed such a large increase with A like the [111] grain in
the growth ciirection. Although the [311] grain exhibits a large increase from
50

A to 150 Aas A is decreased, they are less than 200 A.

imply that as A is decreased, the films with A

:s

25

The observations

Asignificantly improve

their structural order by 140% with the [111] grain along the growth
direction. The results of co-deposited Ag-Pd alloy films are plotted at A

=0A

in both plots of Figure 3.4. All the crystallite sizes of co-deposited Ag-Pd
alloy films are below 150

A for

both measurements. This is almost identical to

50
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the superlattice films except the [111] grain in the growth direction.
The measured lattice spacing d[111] in the growth direction showed no
noticeable change with A (Figure 3.5 (a)). The homogeneous strain (davg-do}ldo
in the growth direction changed by only 0.6% in both series of 1:1 samples
with A :s 20

A, while it remained constant to

within 0.2% for A > 20

A.

The

theoretical lattice spacing do[111] was calculated using Vegard's law for the
measured composition ratios of the films. Data taken for the second series of
films (open circles) exhibited a slightly larger change with A than those taken
for the first series of films (closed circle). From the measured x-ray peak
positions of the films with A :S 25

Ain Bragg-Brentano x-ray diffraction, I

determined the average lattice constant a by linearly fitting the lattice spacing
d[hkl] to the value (h 2+ k2+ l2t '!2. The measured average lattice parameters
have uncertainty of ±0.01

A.

They are plotted in Figure 3.5 (b) as a function

of A. The closed and open circles represent the first and the second series of
films, respectively. As A is decreased, the lattice parameter a approaches the
value nu, = 3.987

A(nIh

= 3.983

Afor the second series of films)

calculated for

a homogeneous Ag-Pd alloy film and marked by an arrow. The total
deviation of the lattice parameter from nIh is between +0.4% and -0.2%.
Figure 3.5 (c) is the homogeneous lattice strain as a function of A in
which'" refers to the 3:1 and. refers to the 1:3 composition ratio. Like the
AglPd films with the 1:1 composition ratio, the measured lattice spacing davg in
the growth direction showed little change with A. The homogeneous strain
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(b) Lattice parameter a vs. A.
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(davg-do)/do in the growth direction changed by only 0.3% in both series of

samples below the critical modulation wavelength Ac = 20

A, while it

remained constant to within 0.05% for 3:1 and to within 0.02% for 1:3 for A >
Ac The theoretical lattice spacing do[111] calculated using Vegard's law was

2.328

A for

the 3:1 films and 2.275

A for

the 1:3 films. For A > ACI the 3:1

films showed a slight compressive strain of -0.1 %, while the 1:3 films
exhibited a slight tensile strain of +0.05%. For A <

Ac, the

tendency of

compressive strain is believed to result from the alloy formation of the Ag and
Pd.

3.1.3 Annealing studies

I studied the effect of annealing on the structural and elastic properties
of the films. A co-deposited alloy film was heated at 375°C for 65 min. at a
pressure of 1 x 10-7 torr. The temperature was regulated within ± lac. Then
the film was cooled to room temperature. The high angle x-ray diffraction
spectrum of the as-deposited Ag-Pd alloy film, shown in Figure 3.6 (a), is
characterized by large linewidths and an appreciable [200] texture along the
film normal in addition to the predominant [111] texture. The x-ray
diffraction spectrum of the annealed film, as shown in Figure 3.6 (b),
improved in that the linewidths narrowed significantly and peak intensities
increased approximately threefold. Particularly, the [200], [220], and [311]
textures of the film improved markedly. The crystallites of the annealed film
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High angle 6-26 x-ray diffraction spectra of a codeposited Ag-Pd film: (a) before annealing and (b)
after annealing.

increased in all [hkl] directions, as determined from both Bragg-Brentano and
Seemann-Bohlin x-ray diffraction and plotted at A

= 0 A in Figure 3.4.

in the growth direction increased in size from under 200

A, while those off from

A to as

Grains

much as 520

the growth direction increased from about 100

A to

several hundred angstroms.
In BLS measurements, the co-deposited Ag-Pd alloy film demonstrated
only v R

= 1660

nt/sec which agrees to within 0.6% with the theoretical value.

The Rayleigh wave velocities measured from the co-deposited film and the
superlattice film with A

= 20 Aand

25

Aare within 4.5%

of each other.
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Structurally, the co-deposited film is identical to the superlattice films between
15 ~ A ~ 25

A.

On the other hand, the high degree of structural order of the

Ag-Pd alloy film that improved by annealing became nearly identical to that
of the superlattice films with A = 10

A.

The

VR

of the annealed film was

enhanced from 1660 nt/sec to 1850 m/sec.The value was as large as those of
AglPd multilayer films of the smallest modulation wavelength A

= 10 A.

For the study of intermixing of AglPd superlattice films due to
annealing, I chose a film with A = 60

A because it exhibited not only a good

chemical modulation but nearly the minimum Rayleigh sound velocity among
this series of AglPd films. The film was annealed inside an Ar-filled furnace
at atmospheric pressure. The furnace was heated to 375°C at the rate of 22
°C/min, maintained for 65 minutes, and cooled down to room temperature at
the rate of lOA °C/min. The composition ratio of the film was 51 at. % Pd as
calculated from the relative deposition rates.
Standard 8-28 x-ray diffraction with CuKa radiation was used to
investigate the structural changes in the film during annealing. Figure 3.7
illustrates x-ray spectra taken before and after the annealing experiment.
Initially, the film showed a good superlattice structure of Ag and Pd, as
evidenced by several satellite peaks in Figure 3.7 (a). Subsequent x-ray
diffraction after annealing resulted in a complete loss of chemical modulation
with no x-ray satellite peaks like the co-deposited Ag-Pd alloy film (Figure 3.7
(b)). In the x-ray spectrum of the annealed superlattice film the [111] peak
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High angle 6-26 x-ra.¥ spectra of a AglPd superJattice
film with A = 60.4 A: (a) before annealing and (b)
after annealing.

shifted significantly and narrowed by about 30% and all allowed [hkl]
fundamental peaks for fcc materials emerged. The film exhibited a high
degree of structural order with the [111] texture in the growth direction like
in the superlattice films with A

= 10 Aand the annealed Ag-Pd alloy film.

The observations indicate that the original superlattice film transformed into a
Ag-Pd alloy during annealing.
The homogeneous strain measured from the position of the [111] Bragg
peak changed as much as 1% from +0.22% (tensile) to -0.74% (compressive)
during annealing and the structural coherence length in the [111] direction
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increased by 54% from 290

A to 445 A.

The strain change from tensile to

compressive agrees with the trend in the superlattice films for A <

~,

as

shown in Figure 3.5 (a) and (c). In the in situ BLS measurements during
annealing, the Rayleigh wave velocity v R was enhanced as much as 20% from
1530 nt/sec to 1840 nt/sec.

3.1.4 Cu/Pd superlattices: by sputtering
Figure 3.8 shows the evolution of the x-ray spectrum as A is decreased.
The films exhibited a preferred orientation in the [111] direction, parallel to
the superlattice film normal. The presence of satellite peaks confirms the
structural and chemical modulation of the superlattices. Satellites are
observed over the entire range of modulation wavelengths, down to A

A.

= 10.5

Good contrast between both lattice constants (7.4%) and atomic x-ray

scattering amplitudes (6.5%) of the constituents contributes to the good
modulation of x-ray diffraction for all superlattice samples.
It should be emphasized that despite the mutual solubility of Cu and

Pd,IH the Cu/Pd superlattice films preserve chemical modulation throughout
the entire range of modulation wavelength. In particular, the film with the
smallest A = 10.5

Astill shows chemical modulation as evidenced by the

presence of the satellite peak (see Figure 3.8). The results of the x-ray
diffraction analysis demonstrate that the Cu/Pd superlattice films not only
hold composition modulation of the constituents but also consist of sharp
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Evolution of high angle 8-28 x-ray diffraction spectra
of sputtered Cu/Pd superlattices as a function of A.
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compositional change with minimal intermixing within a monolayer.
After deconvolving the instrumental profile, the structural coherence
length

~

of the films in the growth direction was calculated from the full

width at half maximum (FWHM) of the central Bragg line using the Scherrer
formula (Equation 3.4).55 For the largest A

= 130 A,

~ was 650

A, i.e. 5 bilayer

thicknesses. Figure 3.9 is a linear plot of the normalized structural coherence
length

~/A

against the reciprocal of the modulation wavelength. It can be

seen that the films displayed a loss of normalized structural coherence length
that is inversely proportional to A. The closed circle in Figure 3.9 represents
data of lie, interfacial roughness, obtained from SUPREX refinement of x-ray
diffraction data. The details will be found later in this section. Using their x-
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ray diffraction model, Locquet et. a1. 65 found that loss of coherency can
result from interfacial disorder induced by lattice mismatch, and this effect
was common for immiscible crystalline-crystalline superlattice films with
sharp interfaces. A functional dependence of coherency (or interface
disorder) on 1/A was attributed to a dislocation density which was inversely
proportional to the layer thickness.60 In the present system with lattice
mismatch 7.4% as calculated from 2(dcu-dpd)/(dcu +d pd ), the results show that
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despite their solubility, the Cu/Pd superlattice films consist of sharp but rough
interfaces whose roughness is inversely proportional to the modulation
wavelength.
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I determined the average lattice spacing davg in the [111] direction from

the position of the central Bragg x-ray peak. For a given atomic composition
ratio determined from RBS analysis, I can calculate the unstrained lattice
spacing do of each film using Vegard's law to be 2.165 ± 0.003
shows the experimentally measured homogeneous strain -(davg

A.
-

Figure 3.10

do}/do

perpendicular to the film plane as a function of modulation wavelength. The
average lattice spacing davg shows a slight (-0.4%) expansion for A down to
-38

A, and

then a rapid contraction by 0.7% as A is further decreased.

In-plane lattice spacing measurements
For Cu/Pd superlattice films, the in-plane lattice spacings d[220] of Cu
and Pd were directly measured from the x-ray diffraction experiment with
CuKa radiation. Because of strong x-ray absorption by the sapphire substrate

with the conventional transmission geometry, the diffraction measurements
were performed using a grazing incidence and 6-26 symmetrical reflection
geometry in which the diffraction plane makes an angle a of about 5° with
respect to the film plane. The scattering geometry is schematically shown in
Figure 3.11.
All the Cu/Pd films were observed to have a strong [111] texture along
the growth direction normal to the film plane and to have mosaic broadening
of typically Llw

= 5° as

observed by rocking curve measurements about the

growth direction. The fcc(220) diffraction peaks from Pd and Cu were
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/

Figure 3.11

ex..

Grazing incidence and 6-26 symmetrical reflection
geometry of x-ray diffraction.

detectable due to such a large mosaic spread of crystallites. Figure 3.12 is the
in-plane x-ray diffraction spectra with A. For A

= 102 A, as shown in

(a), well

resolved peaks were observed at the positions close to the (220) reflections
corresponding to the bulk Cu and bulk Pd. As A is decreased, peaks shift
inward and the linewidths of the two peaks increase significantly, particularly
for the eu peak. At A

= 14 A,

the spectrum exhibits a single peak with

narrow linewidth indicating a coherent structure of Cu and Pd. The x-ray
diffraction spectra were fitted to determine the (220) peak positions and
linewidths using a least square profile fitting method assuming a modified
Lorentzian profile function (1 + a (X_XO)2)""'. The best results shown in Figure
3.12 were obtained with a

= 1.15.

Figure 3.13 is a plot of the in-plane d[220] spacings as a function of l/A
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X-ray diffraction spectra for sputtered Cu/Pd
superlattices observed in the grazing incidence
geometry.
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in which the dashed lines represent the bulk d[220] values of 1.276
and 1.365

Afor Pd.

A for Cu

The measured d[220] values showed a linear dependence

on the reciprocal of the modulation wavelength. A similar linear relationship
between d[220] and 1/A has also been observed for Au/Ni and Mo/NiZl
superlattice films. The measured in-plane lattice spacings of Cu and Pd for A

= 102.0 Aagree

with the bulk values to within +0.7% for Cu and -0.1 % for

Pd. However, as A decreases they approach each other and eventually merge
to a single value at A

= 14.0 A.

The observations indicate that the films
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undergo a structural transformation from incoherent to coherent structure as
A decreases. However, the observation of coherent structure of the
superlattice films at A

= 14 Aexhibited no obvious relationship with the

critical modulation wavelength (Ac

= 38 A) obtained from

the behavior of

average lattice spacing dat,s in the growth direction.

SUPREX refinement of structure
Using the SUPREX refinement program,56 I fitted several x-ray spectra
of the Cu/Pd superlattice films. The structural disorder parameters of the
films - layer thickness fluctuation s and interface disorder c - were
quantitatively estimated. In addition, average lattice spacings of Cu and Pd
materials were obtained.
For internal consistency with the film structure, fitting was performed
by keeping the average lattice spacing d in the growth direction, the
modulation wavelength A, and the relative thickness ratio of Cu and Pd at
the values that were directly determined both from the x-ray diffraction
analysis and from quantitative Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS).
Variables were the interface disorder c, the average number of atomic planes
of the layers NCII and N pd which were initially estimated from RBS data as the
input values, discrete disorder of the layer fluctuations scu and

Spd'

and the

lattice expansion (or compression) parameters Lido. and Lid pd with exponent set
typically at a=O.5 (a=O.1 for MBE-grown Cu/Pd superlattices). Fixed
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parameters are the lattice spacing of each material d, interface lattice spacing

dillt • The lattice spacings were 2.087

A and 2.246 A for Cu and Pd,

respectively. The interface lattice spacing was dint = 2.167
Finally, I used the weighting factor

€

of 1.5 for

"t!.

A ((dcu + d pd )/2).

With its higher value, the

SUPREX would fit better the higher order satellite peaks of small intensity.
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(A.)

d~u
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(A)

(A)

(A)

c (A.)

d~up

dxoray

(A)

(A)

101.3

2.13

2.40

2.113

2.216

0.31

2.165

2.163

75.2

4.72

2.16

2.110

2.227

0.24

2.169

2.172

45.5

3.88

0.99

2.122

2.214

0.20

2.169

2.171

28.7

2.48

0.58

2.120

2.227

0.18

2.176

2.176

24.3

2.57

0.27

2.135

2.212

0.17

2.174

2.174

19.3

2.17

0.09

2.136

2.219

0.12

2.178

2.172

Table 3.1

Structural parameters of the Cu/Pd superlattice films
determined from SUPREX refinement of x-ray
diffraction profiles. See text for explanations of
symbols.

The data obtained from kinematical fit to the x-ray spectra are listed in
Table 3.1. A typical example of fit to an x-ray spectrum is shown in Figure
3.14. Firstly, layer thickness fluctuations

sCu

and

Spd

showed a strong

dependence on A such that they linearly decreased as A decreased. Figure
3.15 (a) shows a plot of layer thickness fluctuations (discrete disorders) of Cu

and Pd as A.

SCu

varied from 5.0

A.

for A = 90

A to 2.0 A A

= 30

A.

The layer
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thickness fluctuation of Cu at the smallest modulation A
extrapolated to be 1.71

A..

In comparison,

= 90 Ato 1.00 Afor A = 40 A.

Spd

(Sl'd

< 1

was

varied from almost 2.00

However, below A

Pd layer thickness was insignificant

= 10.5 A.

A.).

= 40 A. the

A for A

fluctuation of

This disorder contributes the

line broadening of diffraction peaks and the linewidth is increased with the
order of satellite peaks.56 In this Cu/Pd system, line broadening of diffraction
peaks due to the discrete disorder was mainly due to Cu layer. Secondly, the
estimated interface disorder c was also dependent on A as expected
(represented by open box symbols in Figure 3.15 (b)). The relationship
between c and

VA was in good agreement with that of structural coherence
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Figure 3.14

Example of SUPREX fitting to a Cu/Pd superlattice
film with A = 75.2 A.. The open circles refer to
experimental data and the line is a fit to the data.
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~

length

1/c and

and l/A (see Figure 3.9). Figure 3.9 shows that the interface disorder

~/A

are well correlated. It is believed that the interface disorder c is

responsible for the loss of structural coherency of the superlattice films.58 The
interface disorder c affects evenly the line-broadening of the diffraction peaks.
Finally, the best fit was achieved by allowing the strain parameters
Lid's to contract or expand near the interface throughout three atomic planes

of each material. The average lattice spacing of each material can be
calculated by dividing the each layer thickness in a A by (N-l). As shown in
Figure 3.15 (c), the average lattice spacing dcu of Cu was expanded while dPd
was contracted from its bulk value. The unequal values of Lid at both
interfaces indicates asymmetric lattice strain in the growth direction. In
addition, the obtained large values (up to 0.3

A) for

Lid suggest that lattice

change is likely localized near the interfaces. The strain change in the
individual Cu and Pd did not show any relation to the change of in-plane
lattice spacing. In Figure 3.15 (c), lines denotes bulk dcu
2.246

= 2.087 A and dPd =

A.

3.1.5 Cu/Pd superlattice films: by MBE

The film structure was studied using standard high angle 6-26 x-ray
diffraction with CuKa radiation (Ax

= 1.54 A)

in the Bragg-Brentano

geometry. Well defined x-ray diffraction peaks were obtained for all Cu/Pd
superlattice films. The x-ray spectra of the films are illustrated in Figure 3.16.
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Even at the smallest bilayer thickness, a clear satellite peak of -1 order was
observed. The observation of such a satellite indicates good chemical
modulation of the superlattice films down to A

= 9.8 Aand

no obvious

intermixing of Cu and Pd at the interface despite their solubility.64 This
results is the same as the polycrystalline Cu/Pd superIattice films prepared by
sputtering. On the other hand, for the film with A

= 120 A the central Bragg

peak was barely resolved, as shown in Figure 3.16.
The modulation wavelengths A of the films were determined by
measuring the positions of satellite peaks using Equation (3.2). The long-range
coherency of the films in the [111] direction was calculated after deconvolving
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the central Bragg peak and using
the Scherrer's equation (Equation (3.4)). The measured structural coherence
lengths were nearly constant at about 360

Afor all A.

For A

= 120 A, the

structural coherence length was not obtainable due to not a well resolved
central Bragg peak. Even though MBE-grown Cu/Pd superlattice films had
grown single crystalline as evidenced by well defined RHEED streaks, the
long range coherency was not as high as expected. The typical linewidth of
the central Bragg peak was about 0.290 in 26 after deconvolution. The wide
linewidth is ascribed both to the interfacial roughness and to the layer
fluctuation 2o,21,22 probably induced by the non-uniform thickness profile of the
Pd layer.
Like sputtered Cu/Pd superlattice films, the normalized structural
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High angle 6-26 x-ray spectra of MBE-grown Cu/Pd
superlattice films as a function of A. N denotes a
number of modulation wavelength.
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coherence length

~/A

is linearly dependent on the inverse modulation

wavelength 1/A. Figure 3.17 is a plot of ~/A versus 1/A. Except for A 9.8

A, all

data are fitted on a straight line with l/A. The result for a sample with A
9.8

A is

=

largely deviated and possibly resulted from inherent roughness on the

surface of substrate. As discussed in the previous section 3.1.4, the loss of
normalized structural coherence lengths as a function of 1/A is understood
with the structural disorder induced at the interfaces by misfit dislocations
associated with lattice misfit (7.4% for Cu/Pd).5s The open triangle in Figure
3.17 indicates the interface disorder as obtained from SUPREX refinement of
x-ray spectra. The details of SUPREX results are discussed later in this
section. The dependence of structural disorder on 1/A can also be understood
by considering the interfacial energy in a superlattice system. It is well
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in terface disorder c of MBE-grown Cu/Pd
superlattices VS. 1/A.
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known that there are two competing energies existed at the interfaces; the
strain energy and misfit dislocation energy. Jesser and van der Merwe59•66
suggested that a superlattice film form a coherent structure up to a certain
modulation wavelength AI:. and transforms to a incoherent structure due to
defects introduced at the interfaces. As a function of modulation wavelength
A, strain energy is dominant for small A producing a coherent superlattice
structure up to A

= AI:.'

and then for A > AI:. misfit dislocation energy becomes

dominant by an introduction of defects at the interface due to lattice
mismatch. 67 While the strain energy dominates for A

$

AI:. and nearly

constant as a function of A, for A > AI:. the energy density varies as l/A with
increasing A, with main contribution coming from the dislocation energy
associated with the defected interfaces. 22 Thus, the linear behavior of ~/A
with 1/A strongly suggests that MBE-grown Cu/Pd samples build up the
structural disorder at the interfaces with increasing A, which eventually
resulted in the loss of structural coherency as a function of A.
The average lattice spacing determined from the position of the central
peak increased with the modulation wavelength for A < 40

A and

varied little

for larger A. The homogeneous lattice strain in the [111] direction was
calculated using do obtained for the given composition ratio and using
Vegard's law. Figure 3.18 is a plot of the homogeneous strain in the [111]
direction vs. A. As A is decreased below 40

A,

the homogeneous strain

showed a change from +0.4% (tensile) to -0.2% (compressive) and correlated
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Figure 3.18

Homogeneous strain normal to the film plane vs. A
for MBE-grown Cu/Pd superJattice films.

well with the observed shear elastic constant c55.(see Sec. 4.3) However, there
is a discrepancy between the two parameters for A ::: 40

A in

homogeneous strain maintains a nearly constant value, while

which the
C55

increased

significantly by 26% as A is increased. This behavior is significantly different
from that of polycrystalline Cu/Pd films for above A ::: 38

A.

SUPREX refinement of structure
Some of x-ray diffraction line profiles of MBE-grown superJattices were
analyzed using SUPREX refinement software. With exception of strain factor
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(A)

d&:u
(A)
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(A)

dx.;ray
(A)

5.47

0.48

2.094

2.241

0.30

2.152

2.156

78.2

5.20

0.18

2.093

2.239

0.24

2.156

2.156

42.5

3.64

0.03

2.099

2.239

0.18

2.155

2.155

25.2

1.84

0.03

2.124

2.124

0.15

2.131

2.148

Table 3.2

S~d

SUPREX results for the MBE-grown Cu/Pd
superlattices. See text for explanations of symbols.

a and weighting factor

€

for X2 calculation, I used the same fitting parameters

as those for the sputtered Cu/Pd samples described in the previous section. a
was 0.1 and

€

for X2 calculation was 0.5. The fitted results are summarized in

Table 3.2 and Figure 3.15. A best fit to an x-ray line profile is shown in
Figure 3.19. For A

= 25 A, the experimental spectrum showed

only one

satellite peak so that the fit not as good as others.
The results showed that structural disorders (discrete disorder and
continuous disorder) of MBE-grown samples were also strongly dependent on
the modulation wavelength A. As shown in Figure 3.15 (a), layer thickness
fluctuations (or discrete disorder)
changed from 3.5

SCII

was increased with increasing

A to 5.0 A, as A varied

from 40

A to 90 A.

AScII

The amount of

fluctuation of Cu layer was nearly identical to that in the sputtered Cu/Pd
samples. However, unlike sputtered Cu/Pd samples,
small and the values were close to 0

A..

Spd

was insignificantly

These results indicate that the
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A best SUPREX fit to an ¥BE-grown Cu/Pd·
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discrete structural disorder in the MBE-grown samples results from Cu layer.
Interface disorder e also showed a strong A-dependence as shown in Figure
3.15 (b). As A varied from 120

A to 25 A, e changed

from 0.30

A to 0.15 A.

This result is comparable with that of sputtered Cu/Pd samples. As discussed
in the previous section, the interface disorder e is believed to be responsible
for the loss of structural coherency of the superlattice films.58 The increase of
e by a factor of 2 should be related to a significant loss of structural
coherency; i.e., broadening of central Bragg peak. Specifically, 1/e is
proportional to the normalized structural coherence length

~/A.

Figure 3.17
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shows a correlation between the normalized structural coherence length and
interface disorder as a function of l/A. The open triangle in Figure 3.17
indicates the interface disorder determined from SUPREX refinement. I
conclude that the structural disorders at the interfaces associated with Cu
layer fluctuation are responsible for the loss of coherency of the samples in
the growth direction.
The average lattice spacing of Cu and Pd were determined as well and
observed to change slightly with A (Figure 3.15 (c)). As A was decreased, deu
was expanded while

dPd slightly contracted. For A

= 25

A, although

structural parameters shown in Table 3.2 are consistent with other A's, the
average lattice parameter dsup was far off from ~-ray. In addition, dcu and dPd
abruptly merged to a single value at A = 25

A, shown in Figure 3.15 (c).

I

believe that these resulted from not enough information in the x-ray
diffraction spectrum of the sample.

The rocking curves about the [111] direction were measured for all the
MBE-grown Cu/Pd films. Figure 3.20 shows typical rocking curves taken
from samples (a) with A = 43

A and

(b) with A = 78

A.

The curves are a

combination of a sharp profile and a broad shoulder. Linewidths are
approximately Llw = 0.5° and Llw

~

1.75°, respectively. On the other hand,

using surface-sensitive ill situ RHEED I observed that while RHEED streaks
were well defined with dark background near the substrate, during
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deposition the streaks became diffused and developed into fan-shaped streaks
in which each streak was more diffused away from the shadow edge. The
fan-shaped RHEED streaks are ascribed to a mosaic spread (aw

= 1°) of

crystallites. 68 It is certain that the narrow profile was produced from high
quality single crystal growth of superlattices near the substrate while the
relatively wide spread at the shoulder was induced by a distribution of
crystallites during successive deposition. However, the reason for the
distinctive transition of film growth from nearly perfect single crystal to
mosaic spread of crystallites is not immediately known. The observations
indicate that single crystal growth of superlattice films declines as the film
thickness is increased. In addition, the central profile exhibits tilted growth of
superlattice as shown in Figure 3.20 (a). The separation of two peaks is

ow =

0.13°. The mosaic spreads of the MBE-grown Cu/Pd films are smaller than
those of the sputter-deposited Cu/Pd films by a factor of -3.

3.1.6 Single element Cu and Pd films by MBE
According to x-ray diffraction, single element films of Cu and Pd
grows only with the (111) plane parallel to the Si(111) plane. No other film
texture was observed in the high angle 8-28 x-ray diffraction spectrum. Even
for a Cu film of 60

A.

thickness, the [111] diffraction peak was well defined

and implied that a structural coherence throughout the entire film thickness.
For single element films, the measured structural coherence length was better
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than 75% of the entire film thickness.
Rocking curves were also observed for both Cu and Pd films to study
the mosaic spread of crystallites about the [111] crystal direction. Typical
FWHM of the rocking curves was about L1w = 0.6° for both Cu and Pd films,
and it varied little as the film thickness was increased. This indicates high
oriented crystal growth along the [111] direction. In conjunction with large
structural coherence length, it is concluded that Cu(111) and Pd(l11) films
had grown single crystalline on Si(l11) substrate and on a 60

A Cll buffer

layer / Si(111) substrate, respectively.
Unlike the Cu films, the rocking curves of Pd films on tilted Si(l11)
substrate exhibit asymmetric line profile indicating uneven distribution of
grains about the [111] orientation. But, the asymmetric profile was not
observed from the film grown on-orientation Si(lll) substrate (tilt within
±O.2°).

The shift of the peak position of the rocking curves was used to
accurately determine the tilt of Si[111] from the normal. For off-orientation
Si(111) substrates, the tilt was approximately 4° toward the [112] direction.
This does not agree with the industrial standard for off-orientation Si(l11)
wafer which states that the Si[111] is tilted toward the nearest <110>
orientation. The same tilt was also observed both in reflection Laue
diffraction measurements and in ion beam channeling experiments.
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3.2 Ion beam backscattering spectrometry

3.2.1 Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS)
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) is quantitative as MeV
4He+ ions undergo close-impact Coulomb scattering collisions with the target
atom. In the collision, energy is transferred from the moving monoenergetic
particles in the incident beam to the stationary target atom. The reduction in
energy of the scattered particle depends on the masses of incident and target
atoms and provides the signature of the target atoms. The energy ratio of the
light projectile after the elastic collision to that before the collision is defined
as the kinematic factor K that is given by the equation:

(3.5)

where M1 is the mass of incident energetic particles with energy Eo, M2 the
mass of the target atom at rest, E1 is the energy of recoiled particle, and
the scattering angle (in practice,

e=

e is

1700 ; backscattering spectrometry). The

ability to distinguish between two types of target atoms in a small mass
difference L1M2 is determined by the resolution of detector to discern the
energy differences L1E1 of backscattered particles. Since the kinematics of the
collision and the scattering cross section are independent of chemical
bonding, RBS technique is insensitive to electronic configuration or chemical
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bonding within the target.
Pd and Ag have values of the energy ratio, or kinematic factor K, of
0.861 and 0.863, respectively for 8=170° and the incident 4He+ ions. For

incident energies of 1.9 MeV, the energy difference of particles from the two
masses is only 3.2 KeV, an energy value much smaller than the energy
resolution (typical FWHM

= 14.8 KeV)

of the semiconductor particle-detector

system. Consequently, the signals from these two materials can not be
resolved and overlap to a single peak. On the other hand, for CuJPd
superlattice films the energy separation (LiE = 156.7 KeV at Eo = 1.9 MeV) is
enough to resolve the signals backscattered from Cu and Pd.
The number of target atoms Nt per unit area, where t is the film
thickness, is determined by the probability of a collision between the incident
particles and target atoms as measured by the yield Y (or A) or the total
number of detected particles for a given number of particles Q incident on
the target. The connection between the number of target atoms Nt and
detected particles Y is given by the scattering cross section a. In
backscattering measurements, the detector subtends a solid angle so that the
total number of detected particles or yield Y from a thin layer of atoms, t, is
Y = 0(6) . Q . Q . Nt,
0(8=1700) ~

z1Z2e 2)2 .
( 4E(t)

Practically, the Nt (atoms/cm 2) value is calculated using the following

(3.6)
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equation:

Nt =

(3.7)

A
. CF(Bi) . cos <1>,
aQ·Q

where A is the scattering yield (the number of atoms), a is the scattering cross
section of the constituent materials in the unit of barn (1 barn

= 10-24 cm2), n

the solid angle in sr (typically 0.78 ± 0.02 msr), CF(Bi) a standard correction
factor of the detector based on a Bi calculation film (typically, 1.070), and cos¢
is the correction for a normal incident beam, where ¢ is the angle of incident
4He+ ion beam with respect to the sample normal (typically 0°).
For most metallic superlattice systems, Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry (RBS) can be used to measure the amount of constituents
deposited with an accuracy of ±3%69 and the stoichiometry within ±0.2%.40
However, for the AglPd superlattice system the nearly-identical atomic
numbers of Ag and Pd (aZ

= 1) and

small mass contrast (1.4% with respect to

Pd) were too small to allow us to resolve the Ag and Pd signals. The
composition of AglPd (1:1) films was 51.6 at. % Pd as determined from the
growth rates of the two constituents. The total film thicknesses were about
4400

A, as determined by RBS measurements assuming the bulk densities of

Ag and Pd. The film thickness values determined using RBS agreed with
those obtained from x-ray analysis to within 1.7% for all the samples. To
determine the modulation wavelength A (::5 25

A)

for the samples for which

the x-ray satellites were not observed, I simply divided the RBS total film
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thickness by the number of bilayers.
Recently, using the PIXE (proton induced x-ray emission) technique Ag
was able to be separated from Pd. Although its quantitative results are not as
accurate as RBS (±5% in PIXE and ±0.2% in RBS), the composition ratios of
films obtained from PIXE are in very good agreement (51.6 at. % Pd) with
those calculated from the growth rates of the constituents.
For Cu/Pd superlattice films, the signals backscattered from Cu and Pd
atoms were successfuly resolved due to the large difference (-40% with
respect to Pd) in atomic masses of the constituents. The mean composition of
the sputter-deposited Cu/Pd films was 49 at. % Pd within an accuracy of
±0.2%. Total film thicknesses were about 4300

A assuming the bulk densities

of Cu and Pd and were within 2.5% of those calculated from x-ray diffraction.
For MBE-grown Cu/Pd superlattice films, the mean atomic composition
was about 40 at. % Pd. Total film thickness was about 1600
layer of -60

A was included

A.

The Cu buffer

in the total film thickness.

3.2.2 Ion beam channeling

Channeling was used to investigate the quality of MBE-grown Cu, Pd,
and Cu/Pd superlattice films. With the incident ion beam carefully aligned,
channeling occurs in a major symmetry direction of a single crystal. Since
channeled particles can not get close enough to the atomic nuclei to undergo
large angle Rutherford scattering, scattering from the single-crystal is
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drastically reduced. In a channeled spectrum, the surface peak always arises
due to scattering from the outermost atoms as well as contributions from the
next nearest underlying atoms. The channeling factor X is defined as the
ratio of yields of channeling to that of random scattering.
Figure 3.21 is spectra of channeling and random scattering taken from
(a) a single crystal Cu film of t = 1080
= 1200

A on a Cu buffer layer of t

A and

= 60

A.

(b) a single crystal Pd film of t

The open and closed circles

indicate random and channeling scattering, respectively. For both the Cu and
Pd films, the ions channeled well through the films. The channeling
parameter X of Cu film was 0.5 near the substrate and 0.25 near the surface,
which indicated 50% single crystal near the substrate and -75% single crystal
near the surface. The Pd film allowed even better channeling. The film was
single crystal of more than 80% (X = 0.17) near the substrate and of 91 % (X =
0.09) near the surface. The Cu buffer layer of -60

A thick showed only 25%

channeling (X = 0.75). In both spectra of the Cu and Pd films, the surface
peaks were observed due to interaction between the incident ion particles and
the outermost atoms. For the Cu film, the _4° tilt of the Si[111] direction from
the surface normal was also determined in the crystal alignment procedures.
This agreed well with the result by rocking curve measurements. Channeling
experiments demonstrated the high quality single-crystal growth of Cu(l11)
and Pd(lll) on the Si(111) substrate.
However, there was no channeling in an MBE-grown Cu/Pd multilayer
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Ion beam channeling spectra for MBE-grown single
crystal Cu and Pg films on Si(l11) substrates: (a) Cu
film of t = 1080 A and (b) Pd film of t = 1200 A.
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film although diffraction patterns from RHEED measurements indicated
single-crystal growth.

3.3 Surface morphology: Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

Since its introduction by Binnig et. al/o scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) has been extensively used for investigating the surface
structure on an atomic scale in real space under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV).
Recently, with high lateral and vertical resolution, it has also been used in air
to investigate various surface features of such as polycrystalline films,71,'72.73
multilayers/4•75 surface roughness measurements71 ,76, and topology of
machined surfaces.77
In the present section, I will discuss the surface morphology of both
polycrystalline and single-crystal metallic films. Surface characteristics of
metallic thin films such as the rms roughness, in-plane grain size, growth
characteristics, and morphology will be presented. All STM images were
produced with a Nanoscope II (Digital Instrument Inc.) using Pt-Ir tips in
ambient atmosphere.

3.3.1 Principles of STM
Three dimensional real space images of surfaces with an atomic
resolution have been realized using vacuum tunneling of electrons between
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two electrodes (e.g., a sharp tip and the conducting surface). For the small
gap distance (~ 10

A) and

the low bias voltage (~ 1000 mY) between the tip

and the surface, the one-dimensional tunneling current I for the planar
electrodes can be simplified as follows;78

I

where A

= 1.025 (eV)-Y' A-t, Cf5 is

oc

(3.8)

exp( -A#s),

the average barrier height (work function)

between the two electrodes, and s is the gap distance. According to Equation
3.8, a decrease in the spacing s by 1

A typically gives rise to a one order of

magnitude increase in the tunneling current with

Cf5 -

4 eV. Note that the

tunneling current is exponentially dependent only on the parameter s. In
STM operation, a tunneling current of typically 0.2 to 10 nA flows from the
sample to the tip at a gap distance under 10

A with bias voltage 10 to 1000

mY. Under UHV and good vibration isolation, a vertical resolution of - 0.01

A and

a lateral resolution of about 1 A can be obtained. The operation of the

STM and its requirements are well documented in the references. 78,79
To produce a three-dimensional image of a surface, the tip scans over a
sample such that the tunneling current (or the height of the tip over the
surface) is kept constant using a feedback loop in either one of two
configurations: (1) cOl1stal1t currel1t operation or (2) cOl1stal1t height operation.79
In the former case, the tip height (or the piezovoltage Vz driving the tip in
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the vertical direction) is imaged while the feedback is tightly coupled to the
changes in tunneling current allowing the tip to accurately track the surface.
In the latter case, the tunneling current I is imaged while a relatively loose
feedback loop keeps the tip height roughly constant, reacting only to major
changes in the tunneling current. In either of these modes, positioning a tip
over the sample surface is adjusted by both the bias voltage and the set point
(tunneling) current associated with a feedback loop. While a higher bias
voltage keeps the tip further from the surface, a higher value of the tunneling
current brings the tip closer to the surface and raises the gain of the feedback
loop.
It is of prime importance to have good tips for a correct image of

surface. Tungsten (W) and Pt-Ir thermocouple wires are being extensively
used for STM tips. A pointed end of the tips can be fabricated by either an
angled scissor-cut or electro-chemical etching. 80•S! Although one atom on
the tip is the ideal for tunneling, in practice a few of the outermost atoms on
the tip contribute significantly to the tunneling current. A tip radius is
typically a few hundred

A.

For a large lateral scan, a high aspect ratio of the

tip is also crucial to image the correct topography of the sample with a rough
surface. 82 Tips with a low aspect ratio smooth out the details of grains and a
low surface profile due to the convolution of the wide tip with the sample
surface. In ambient conditions, Pt-Ir tips are more stable than W tips. The W
tips are usually used to image the specimen with atomic resolution in UHV.
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For the current study, I used Pt-Ir alloy tips of 0.01" diameter in which
one end was cut off with scissors at an angle. The best image was obtained
with a tip cut-off angle of about 60°. Although the tip was asymmetrical, I
obtained atomic images of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and
undistorted surface topography of films with a relatively large lateral scan
1000

A.) (see the included images below).

(~

Before being used to image the

surface, each tip prepared by scissors-cut was examined with a calibration
sample for which the surface properties such as grain diameter and rms
surface roughness were well known. Typical errors caused by a tip with a
bad shape are the elongation of the symmetric grains and twinned grain
images.
Vibration isolation is also critical to achieve the atomic resolution. This
was accomplished with a simple system with bungee cords and a brick
platform (Digital Instrument Inc.). To avoid the noise due to the acoustic
interference and air current in the clean room (class 1000), STM was
performed inside an acoustic shield box built with sound absorbing materials
(products of AZONIC Co.).

3.3.2 Sputtered samples: AglPd and Cu/Pd superlattices
I studied the microscopic surface morphology of both AglPd and Cu/Pd
superlattice films using STM. The micrographs were obtained with
mechanically prepared Pt-Ir tips in ambient atmosphere and room
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temperature. Before being used, each tip was calibrated with a reference Pd
film of known surface topography; for examples, a shape of crystallite, inplane grain diameter and surface roughness. This was crucial to obtain
consistent and non-distorted images of specimens regardless of tips. For both
AglPd and Cu/Pd superlattice samples, the top layer of all the films was
always Pd, which is chemically stable under ambient conditions.
Figure 3.22 shows typical micrographs of the surface of the AglPd and
Cu/Pd multilayers. The four micrographs are a direct comparison of surface
morphology of the films. Images (a) and (b) are micrographs of AglPd films
of A

= 60 A and 20 A and

and 24

A,

images (c) and (d) are of Cu/Pd films of A

respectively. Scan areas are 10,500

A x 10,500 A.

= 75 A

For the images of

the AglPd superlattice films (a) and (b), the average in-plane grain diameters
((avg) are 920 ± 190

Aand 1060 ±

250

A, and

the average rms surface

roughnesses (aavg) are 32 ± 3 Aand 33 ± 1 A. For the images of the Cu/Pd
superlattice films (c) and (d), (avg'S are 965 ± ]80
aavg'S are 30 ± 9

A and 37

Aand 865

± 150

A, and

± 6 A.

For the AglPd films, the images show a distribution of grain sizes and
grain clusters. Grains are circular without any preferred orientation in the
plane. The granular feature in the surface morphology is typical for the
polycrystalline AglPd superlattice films. On the other hand, for the Cu/Pd
samples the surface images exhibit well defined grains with distinct grain
boundaries, especially in the image (d). Unlike the AglPd multilayer samples,
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a)

b);

c)

d)

Figure 3.22

STM micrograpl;,s of sputtered superlattices: AglPd
with (a) A = 60 A and (b) A = 20 A and Cu/Pd with
(c) A = 75 ~ and (d) A = 24 A. Scan sizes are 10500
A x 10500 A.
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there is little variation in grain size. The surface does not show a granulartype aggregation of grains. Instead, the circular grains tend to combine into a
chain-like structure, as clearly shown in (c). Well defined grains with
distinctive boundaries indicate the columnar growth of the films.
Using STM, a change of surface morphology of a co-deposited Ag-Pd
alloy film during annealing was also studied. According to the x-ray
diffraction analysis, the crystallite size increased significantly after annealing
at T = 375°C for 65 min. (see the details in sec. 3.1.3). Similarly, the STM
measurements demonstrate an increase of in-plane grains by aggregations.
Figure 3.23 shows the STM images taken from the as-deposited Ag-Pd alloy
film before (a) and after (b) annealing experiment. Scan area for both images
is 4050

A x 4050 A.

Both surface images illustrate grains of various sizes and

of unclear boundaries (especially in the image (b) taken after the annealing
experiment) compared to those of AglPd superlattice films. Before annealing,
grains are relatively small with rare clustering as shown in (a). In contrast,
the STM image in (b) taken after annealing shows an increase of grains by
aggregating into large clusters.
Quantitative analysis of the lateral grain size and rms surface
roughness was done for both AglPd and Cu/Pd superlattice samples and codeposited alloy films. The lateral grain diameters were measured from
micrographs of -8000

A x 8000 A scans.

The grain diameters were

determined by counting the number of grains in the images and by dividing
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a)

b)

Figure 3.23

STM micrographs taken of the co-deposited Ag-Pd
alloy film (a) before and (bt after apnealing
experiment. Scan sizes are 4000 A x 4000 A.
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the scanned area by the number of grains. Unlike the structural coherence
length

(~),

the lateral grain diameter (C) did not show any drastic change

with A, even for A

;5;

Ac (Figure 3.2 (a)). The mean lateral grain diameters

of the multilayer films and co-deposited films were 1100 ± 130
50

A, respectively.

A and 280

Cavg

±

The arrow in Figure 3.24 (a) represents the value of co-

deposited film. It is believed that smaller grain size in the co-deposited films
resulted from different deposition conditions; i.e., the co-deposition and
reduced growth rates of Ag and Pd.
For each film, several images with large lateral scan areas of up to 4
/-£m2 were collected to determine the rms surface roughness (a). Figure 3.24
(b) shows the mean rms surface roughness as a function of modulation
wavelength A. Like the lateral grain diameter, a shows no significant
variation with A. The mean rms roughnesses of the multilayer films and the
co-deposited alloy film were 32 ± 4 Aand 53 ± 3

A, respectively.

The arrow

in Figure 3.24 (b) represents the mean rms surface roughness of co-deposited
film. The surface roughness measurements indicate that the films prepared
by alternate deposition of Ag and Pd have a smoother surface than that of codeposited alloy films. Although the film surface appeared rough on the
microscopic scale studied by STM, this did not interfere with BLS
measurements because the film roughness is negligible compared to the
acoustic phonon wavelength Aw typically 3000

A.

Figure 3.25 shows (a) the in-plane grain diameter and (b) the rms
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Measured surface parameters for 1:1 AglPd films by
an STM: (a) lateral grain diameter C and (b) rrns
surface roughness a vs. A.
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(A)

Measurements of surface parameters for sputtered
Cu/Pd superlattice films: (a) lateral grain diameter,
and (b) rms surface roughness a vs. A.
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surface roughness as a function of modulation wavelength for the Cu/Pd
superlattice films. Like the AglPd superlattice samples, there was no
appreciable variation in either the in-plane grain diameter or the rms surface
roughness as a function of A. The mean in-plane grain diameter of these

Aand

films was 884 ± 130

the mean rms surface roughness was 30 ± 4

A.

3.3.3 Single-crystal Cu and Pd films
The STM micrographs of MBE-grown single element Cu and Pd films
were obtained using mechanically prepared asymmetric Pt-Ir tips in ambient
conditions. Each tip was also calibrated with a reference Pd film of known
surface topography (Figure 3.27).
Figure 3.26 is the surface image of single-crystal Cu films with different
thicknesses and substrate conditions: (a) the film thickness t
tilted Si(111) substrate and (b) t

= 1880 Aon

= 310 A on

_40

_20 tilted Si(111) substrate. The

average lateral grain diameters and rms surface roughnesses of the images (a)
and (b) are 578

A, 45

± 4

Aand

1007

A, 41

± 3 A, respectively.

STM micrographs of Cu films revealed that each grain had an
atomically smooth top surface and its boundary was well defined. The
stepped terraces shown in Figure 3.26 (a) were composed of several
crystallites and the terrace surfaces corresponding to the (111) plane were
tilted by about 40 from the substrate plane. The size of stepped terrace was
approximately 3000

A x 3000 A.

The steps descended toward the [112]
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a)

b)

Figure 3.26

Surf~ce topography of single-crystal eu film~: (a) t =
310 A on _4° tilted Si(111) and (b) t = 1880 A on _2°
tilted Si(III). Scan sizes are 8000 A x 8000 A.
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direction of Si. For this sample, the Si[111] was off-orientated from the
surface normal by _4° toward the [112] direction as determined from rocking
curve measurements. It is certain that the stepped feature of the terraces was
induced by off-orientation of the Si(l11) wafer. However, such features as
steps and terraces were not clearly shown in the micrograph (Figure 3.26 (b))
of the eu film that was prepared on a _2° tilt Si(l11) substrate.
Figure 3.27 shows the micrographs of single-crystal Pd films with film
thicknesses of (a) t

= 1200 A and

eu buffer layer (-60

(b) t

= 356 A.

Films were deposited on a

Athick) grown on (a) an on-orientation and (b) a 4° off-

oriented Si(l11) substrate. The rms surface roughness was 25 ± 6

Afor (a)

and 92 ± 3 A for (b). Each crystallite consisted of flat top. Its in-plane grain
diameter was about 550

A and

did not change as the film thickness was

increased.
Shown in Figure 3.27 (a), the high resolution image revealed clearly 6sided grain boundaries that implied high quality single-crystal growth of fcc
materials. B3.&! Grains were discernable with clear grain boundaries as
shown in the plane image (a) and a three dimensional image (c). The three
dimensional image of the Pd surface distinctively showed a columnar growth
of crystallites.
Stepped surface morphology was also obtained from Pd films grown
on a tilted Si(l11) substrate. A typical image shown in Figure 3.27 (b) is
identical to that of eu films shown in Figure 3.26 (a). Terraces are typically
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.27

STM micrographs of single-crystal Pd films on
Cu(111)/Si(111): (a) t = 1200 Aand 6000 A x 6000 A,
(b) t = 356 Aand 20000 A x 20000 A, and (c) threedimensional plot of image (a).
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as large as -4000

Aon one side.

Each terrace was observed to consist of

several well-defined crystallites with six-sided boundaries. Its atomically
smooth surface corresponding to (111) plane was tilted by about 4° from the
basal plane, in good agreement with that observed by x-ray rocking curve
measurements.
Single-crystal Cu films were not as chemically stable as the Pd films
under ambient conditions. When the tip was used to measure the Cu surface,
it was observed that the tip easily deteriorated producing bad images as
scanning proceeded. Oxidation at the surface of Cu films was blamed for this
short life-time. The STM micrographs of single-crystal Cu films were
obscured by streaky noise along the scanning direction. It is recommended to
do STM on Cu films immediately after being removed from the deposition
chamber.
Unlike the CIJ surface, Pd was chemically stable under conditions of
ambient atmosphere and room temperature. With well prepared Pt-Ir tips,
consistent surface images of high quality were always obtained from Pd films.
In conjunction with its chemical stability, single-crystal Pd films have been
used as a calibration sample for all scissor-cut Pt-Ir tips.
In summary, both single-crystal Cu and Pd films showed a columnar
growth of crystallites in the [111] direction. High resolution surface images
revealed that Pd films had grown with crystallites of atomically smooth top
surface encircled with six-sided grain boundaries indicating single-crystal
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growth of fcc materia1. 83,S-I STM observations of atomically smooth surfaces in
both single-crystal Cu and Pd films were consistent with RHEED
observations. The film growth on a tilted Si(111) substrate resulted in stepped
terraces which were composed of several well defined crystallites. The steps
descended toward the [HZ] direction and each terrace was tilted from the
substrate plane by the same amount as that of the Si wafer.

3.3.4 MBE-grown Cu/Pd multilayer films
STM was performed to study the surface characteristics of Cu/Pd
superlattice films. According to RHEED measurements, Cu/Pd superlattice
films changed their surface structures considerably as the film thickness
increased. At the beginning of the growth near the substrate, the RHEED
streaks were well defined and narrow with a dark background. However, at
the top surface of the films they appeared diffuse and included knots in the
streaks, which indicates transmission-like diffraction from the three
dimensional asperities. In addition, an arrow head shape diffraction pattern
appeared, which represents the development of the facet planes in the grains.
Figure 3.28 is a series of STM images taken from the Cu/Pd superlattice
films of different modulation wavelength A; (a) A

= 78 A, and

(d) A

= 120 A.

The scan size is 10500

= 10 A, (b) A = 43 A, (c) A

A x 10500 A.

All images

indicated atomically smooth tops of grains. Grains of the multilayer films
appeared different from those of the single element Cu and Pd films. A
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c)

e)

Figure 3.28

STM micrographs of MBE-grown Cu/Pd films with A
= (a) 10 A, (b) 43 A, (c) 78 A, and (d) 120 A, and (e)
a sputt~red Cu/Pq film with A = 75 A. Scan sizes are
10500 A x 10500 A.
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chain-like structure of grains was observed similar to sputter-grown
polycrystalline Cu/Pd superlattice films. Grain boundaries were distinctive.
As the modulation wavelength A increased, crystallites became wide slightly
and developed the chain structure. For the film with the smallest modulation
wavelength (Figure 3.28 (a)), the image showed relatively well separated
grains of similar size.
STM micrographs taken from both sputter-deposited and MBE-grown
Cu/Pd superlattices were compared in Figure 3.28 (c) and (e). Figure 3.28 (e)
is an image of a sputtered film of A

= 75 A.

The substrate was a single-

crystal Si(111) wafer for an MBE-grown Cu/Pd film and 00 oriented singlecrystal sapphire for a sputter-deposited Cu/Pd film. Both films were prepared
with the [111] direction normal to the basal substrate plane. The STM
micrographs show that the surface morphology of a polycrystalline Cu/Pd
film was qualitatively identical to that of a single crystal Cu/Pd film. Chainlike structure of grains was observed in both images and their sizes are
similar each other as well. The only difference between the two images is
that the grains of the single-crystal Cu/Pd superlattice films have an
atomically flat top in contrast to dome-like grain top of the polycrystalline
films. Typically, grains of single crystal films grow in chain-like structures,
while those of polycrystalline films have a dome-like structure.
In summary, single-crystal Cu/Pd films show grain growth with flat
tops and distinctive boundaries. A chain-like structure of grains was
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observed. Grain structure of the single crystal film was contrasted with those
of polycrystalline films showing dome-like growth.

3.4 In situ electron diffraction measurements: RHEED

3.4.1 Instrumentation
Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) system consists
of an electron gun (1-10 kV) and a phosphorus screen of 152.4 mm (6") D.D.
located on the side wall of the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth
chamber (Figure 2.2). A well collimated electron beam is incident on the film
surface at a grazing angle of 2°. The beam spread is approximately 0.5 mm at
the specimen. The distance between the specimen located in the middle of
the growth chamber and the phosphor screen is approximately 304.8 mm
(12"). Diffraction patterns are recorded by either a polaroid camera or a high
resolution CCD camera.
The acceleration potential of 10 kV was always used for RHEED
measurements. The electron wavelength is calculated with a relativistic
equation of At'

= h/{2mollV[1 +qV/{mi~)]f',

where mo is the rest mass of

electron, q the electronic charge, c the speed of light, and V the acceleration
potential of the electron gun. This formula can be re-written as a function of
V as follows:
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lI. e

=

12.3
A,
---;::::========:::;::=
6
VV(1 + 1.95xlO- V)

where V is in volts. For a given acceleration potential of 10 kV, Ae

(3.9)

= 0.123 A.

The inelastic mean free path of electrons in the solid is dependent on the
incident energy of the electron beam. 85,86 At 10 KeV and 2° (35 mrad)
grazing incidence the penetration depth of electrons normal to the surface is
about 5 to 10

A.

This means that the elastic diffraction takes place within the

top most layers of the specimen.

3.4.2 Kinematical RHEED
For a diperiodic surface structure, it is defined a two-dimensional nets
in which the area units are

Ullit

meshes analogous to a three-dimensional

lattice in which the space units are unit cells. 87 A reciprocal lattice in threedimensional space turned into a reciprocal net with rods extending out of the
surface plane in which inter-rod spacing corresponds to a reciprocal of interrow atom spacing in the plane. In the electron scattering the loci of incident
and reflected wavevectors form the Ewald sphere centered at the specimen.88
RHEED patterns are simply a projection of the reciprocal rods intersected by
the Ewald sphere onto the screen. Thus, a perfectly ordered flat surface
would produce spots lying on an arc or Laue circle. Figure 3.29 shows a
schematic drawing of the diffraction geometry.
Practically, there are several deviations from the ideal flat atomic
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Figure 3.29

Schematic diagram of a typical RHEED experiment.
L is the sample-to-screen distance and t is the
distance between streaks measured on the screen.
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surface due to (i) the instrumental disorder: non-monoenergetic electron and
beam divergence or convergence, and (ii) the structural disorder: lattice
vibration or phonon generation that causes inelastic thermal diffuse
scattering,86,89,9o and non-ideal surface structures such as stepped
surfaces/ I ,92,93 facets and mosaic structures. 93
The appearance of diffraction streaks instead of spots on Laue circles in
RHEED patterns has long been discussed and explained by such structural
disorders as the refraction effect of electrons that are scattered from layers
below the surface/4,95 the undulations in the surface,96 the flatness of the
surface,97 and thermal diffuse scattering. 98 Experimentally, as the
topography changes from a flat to a rough surface, the streaks change from
(i) intense, short, and well defined to (ii) long, diffused and spotty, and finally
(iii) to a pure spotted pattern due to transmission diffraction of electrons from
three dimensional asperities. In general, well defined streaks in RHEED
patterns are an indication of a smooth and flat surface.
Spotty patterns by transmission-like diffraction has been commonly
ascribed to the three dimensional asperities of the surface. However, Krote
and Meyer-Ehmsen 99 recently have proposed in their theoretical study that
the transmission-like pattern could be produced even from a flat surface in
which the dimension of lateral order is smaller than the mean free path of
incident electron, or similar patterns can be generated by thermal diffuse
scattering with increasing beam energy by which the relative mean free path
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of electron beam becomes larger than the lateral dimension of coherence. A
mosaic spread of a large number of crystallites within a small angle (- JO)
produces fan-shaped streaks in which the streaks become gradually diffused
away from the shadow edge. 93 The facet planes of grains is said to be
responsible for the arrow head features in the diffraction streaks. loo
The only quantitative result obtainable from RHEED measurements is
the in-plane lattice spacing that is related inversely to the streak spacing. In
the scattering geometri0 1 shown in Figure 3.29, the in-plane lattice spacing
d. can be determined by measuring the gap distance of streaks using the

following relation:

(3.10)

where d. is the in-plane lattice spacing of atomic rows in

A, L the camera

length defined as the distance between the scattering center of Ewald sphere
and the imaging plane or the screen (approximately 305 mm), Ae the electron
wavelength in

A.

(0.123

A.), and

t the streak spacing on the image plane or

screen.

3.4.3 RHEED measurements of single-crystalline films
Well defined streaks in the RHEED pattern appeared right after eu
deposition on the Si(l11) surface. In a detailed growth study by Daugy et
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a1. 45 Cu has been observed to grow in a layer-by-Iayer fashion on (7x7) Si(111)
reconstructed surface at room temperature. The (lxl) Si structure has
completely disappeared after a 3 monolayer (ML) coverage of Cu. Shown in
Figure 3.30 (a) and (b) is the typical RHEED pattern of 1080

A Cu on a Si(l1l)

surface. The streak spacing indicated the bulk lattice spacing of Cu and did
not vary with Cu coverage. The well defined streak pattern shows single
crystal growth of Cu(ll1) on Si(l1l) surface.
As shown in Figure 3.30 (b), knots on the streaks were observed along
the Si[110] azimuth. Even for thick coverage of more than 2000

A of Cu, the

RHEED patterns in both crystallographic orientations showed no noticeable
change in the surface morphology. As the film thickness increased, the
diffraction streaks became sharp and the background dark.
I also observed well defined diffraction streaks from Pd(ll1) films on a
Cu(ll1) buffer layer that shows single crystal growth, as shown in Figure 3.30
(c) and (d). Like the Cu films, a similar pattern of knots in the streaks was
observed in the Si[110] direction and remained unchanged in the thick film.

111 situ RHEED measurements were also performed during CuJPd
multilayer deposition. A RHEED pattern of streaks that indicated an
atomically smooth surface was observed throughout the deposition, but the
initially well defined pattern became diffused with increasing background
intensity as the deposition of bilayers was progressed. Shown in Figure 3.31
are typical RHEED patterns taken (a) near the substrate and (b) at the surface.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3.30

Typic~l RHEED patterns of eu film (a aIJd b), t

=

1080 A, and Pd film (b and ~, t = 670 A. Si[211]
azimuth for a and c, and Si[110] azimuth for band

d.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.31

Typical RHEED pattern of a Cu/Pd superlattice film
with A = 42.5 A:J?) near the substrate and (b) near
the surface. Si[211] azimuth for both patterns.
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Mter a completion of multilayer deposition, knots in the streaks appeared and
enlarged both in the Si[211] and in the Si[110] azimuth. The appearance of
knots and the diffusion of diffraction streaks exhibits that the lateral order of
the superlattice films significantly degenerated during the Cu and Pd
deposition. In addition, wedge or arrow head-like diffraction features on the
knots was observed. This indicates the development of facets planes during
multilayer depositionY)() The observation is in qualitative agreement with
STM micrographs of the multilayer films that show a flat-top surface of
crystallites with distinctive boundaries, as shown in Figure 3.28. In summary,
the Cu/Pd films are single crystal but their surface structure loses the lateral
coherence significantly with thick bilayer coverage (~ 1500 A).
RHEED measurements by high resolution CCD camera showed
incommensurate growth of Cu{l11) on Pd(l11) at its bulk in-plane lattice
constant occurred within the first monolayer. Figure 3.32 shows the cross
sectional line profile of RHEED streaks as a function of coverage of Pd and
Cu from a superlattice film with A = 42.5

A near the substrate.

The data

were taken for Pd layer of the first A and Cu layer of the second A. The
dotted line represents the bulk Pd position and the dashed line represents the
bulk Cu line. A line profile after the first bilayer deposition showed a bulk
lattice spacing of Pd (t = 18.5

A).

In the second bilayer, the (01) diffraction

streaks became wide after a monolayer coverage of Cu (t = 2.5

A).

The streak

already showed diffractions from bulk Cu and bulk Pd. At two monolayer (2
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Cross sectional line profile of RHEED streaks as a
function of cover~ge of Pd and Cu for a Cu/Pd film
with A = 42.5 A. The e-beam is along Si[211]
azimuth.
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ML) of Cu, the

(01)

streaks became narrow and cleariy show a peak produced

by both Cu and Pd layer. I believe that a considerable contribution from the
Pd to the diffraction streaks resulted from the penetration depth (5 to 10

A)

of

the electrons into the surface and a relatively large scattering amplitude of Pd
over Cu. After 5 ML coverage of Cu (t = 12.5 A.), RHEED measurements
showed a bulk Cu surface. The same incommensurate growth of Cu on Pd
has also been observed using LEED.102 Similarly in the fcc/fcc system, Co on
Pd has been observed to grow with its bulk lattice constant even at 1/4 ML
coverage. 103
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CHAPTER 4
ELASTIC ANOMALIES IN fcc/fcc METALLIC SUPERLATrICES

4.1 Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS)
In a Brillouin scattering experiment, frequency-stabilized laser light is
directed onto a sample surface and the electric field of the incident light
interacts with the atomic displacements generated by the thermally excited
acoustic modes of the sample. This interaction produces a small amount of
scattered light which is shifted from the incident light frequency by the
acoustic mode frequency

f.

For metallic films, which are opaque to the

incident light (optical skin depth

OOPI ...

150 A), the predominant scattering

mechanism is due to the rippling of the film surface by atomic displacements
perpendicular to the film surface. 1().j There is an additional scattering
mechanism, the elasto-optic effect/os but it gives rise to much weaker
scattering for metallic films because of the limited penetration depth of the
light.
The amount of light that is scattered due to interaction with the
surface acoustic modes of a metallic film is very weak, typically six or seven
orders of magnitude less than the elastically-scattered light that is unshifted
in frequency. In addition, the Brillouin scattered light is shifted in frequency
on the order of only one part in 105 from that of the incident light. Only
because of the recent advance of high-resolution tandem Fabry-Perot
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interferometer by Sandercock,t°s has the measurement of the acoustic mode
frequencies of metallic films become possible.
The acoustic modes supported by a thin film on a semi-infinite
substrate32 can be classified according to the polarization of the atomic
displacements relative to the sagittal plane (the plane containing the acoustic
wavevector q and the surface normal). The Rayleigh mode and higher order
Sezawa modes have displacements in the sagittal plane, and the Love modes
have displacements perpendicular to the sagittal plane and in the film surface.
The Rayleigh and Sezawa modes generally have displacement components
perpendicular to the film surface which corrugate the surface. However,
because the Love mode displacements do not ripple the film surface, light
scattering from these modes is very weak compared with that from the
Rayleigh and Sezawa modes. 33
The Brillouin scattering experiments were performed at room
temperature in air. Figure 4.1 is a schematic drawing of the experimental
setup used for Brillouin light scattering measurements. Typically, 100 mW of
frequency-stabilized laser light (A = 5145 A), polarized in the plane of
incidence, was focused onto the sample surface. Diffusely scattered light
from the sample surface was collected and frequency analyzed using a highcontrast, tandem (3+3 passes) Fabry-Perot interferometer.los.lob
Typically, the frequencies
function of the angle

e between

f

of the acoustic modes are measured as a

the incident laser light and the sample
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Figure 4.1

Schematic diagram of experimental setup for
Brillouin light scattering (BLS).

normal. The data are usually presented as dispersion curves with the acoustic
mode velocities v plotted as a function of the product of the in-plane
wavevector component q=(47T/i..)sine where e is the angle of incidence and
the total film thickness h, where v = 27Tf/q. For each film of thickness h, the
dispersion of the acoustic modes can be measured over a certain range of qh
by varying e. For a 180° backscattering geometry, varying e between e = 20°
and 70° corresponds to a change in q of a factor of three. One can extend the
range of qlz values by measuring films with different thicknesses h. An
example of the velocity dispersion curve for a AglPd superlattice film with A
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= 37 Ais presented

in Figure 4.4. The elastic constants of the film are

determined by fitting the measured dispersion of the surface acoustic mode
velocities to calculated curves.
The frequencies of the acoustic modes can be measured with an
accuracy of about 1 %. The uncertainty in the value of q is about 0.5%, as
determined by the uncertainty in the value of

e.

Most of the uncertainty in

the measured dispersion of the acoustic modes is associated with the total film
thickness h, whose uncertainty is about 5% as determined by RBS.

Elastic properties of polycrystalline films
For the analysis of their elastic properties from the BLS spectra, the
superlattice films were treated as single-component films with one set of
effective elastic constants. This approximation is valid for modulation
wavelengths A that are small compared with the acoustic wavelengths (i.. ac =
3000

A).

The calculation of the dispersion of the surface acoustic modes

supported by a single-component film on a semi-infinite substrate has been
formulated by Farnell and Adler. 32 The elastic constants are determined by
fitting the measured dispersion of the acoustic mode velocities to curves
calculated using Farnell and Adler's model.
The metallic superlattice films grown using magnetically enhanced dc
triode sputtering consist of crystallites with a preferred crystal direction
perpendicular to the film plane and with random orientation (polycrystalline)
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within the plane. Such films are elastically isotropic in the film plane on a
macroscopic scale, which is equivalent to hexagonal symmetry with the c axis
normal to the film plane. 30 The dispersion of the Rayleigh and Sezawa modes
of a supported film of hexagonal symmetry is determined by four of the five
independent elastic constants: Cw
elastic constant,

Cry

C13' C33

and coH

= CSS •

The other independent

affects the dispersion of the Love modes. Thus, a

complete set of elastic constants can be obtained only if experiments of
sufficient sensitivity to detect Love modes are possible.
Among the four independent elastic constants, the shear elastic
constant

CS5

is determined primarily by the measured Rayleigh sound velocity

v R using the following relation: 31

v

R

=

P~ cP55

(4.1)

where p is the average density of the superlattice films and f3 .. 0.9. Using
the

CS5

value, the other elastic constants are obtained from least square fitting

to the dispersion curves.
The effective elastic constants of the superlattice films can be related to
the elastic constants of the constituent layers using the theory of Grimsditch. 15
For multilayers of hexagonal symmetry, the effective elastic constants are
given as follows:
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.

C ll

= ~ C l •ll + AC2ll +

ex

C 12

= ~ C 1•12 + AC2•12 +

ex

C 13

p
(4.2)

1

11

C33

C 1•33

-1
CS5

11

+

A
-C2 •33

A

+ --

C1,5S

C2 •55

where

p = ~ C I •13 C2•33 + 1; C2 •13 C t •33
11 C2 •33

+ 1; C 1.33

Elastic properties of single crystal films
As described in Chapter 3, I prepared high quality single crystal Cu, Pd
and Cu/Pd superlattice films using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). According
to the theoretical calculation of the scattering cross section for single crystal
films, anisotropic behavior of the surface modes is expected as a function of
azimuth angle in the film plane. Thus, for the single crystal films, BLS
spectra were obtained as a function of azimuth angle by rotating the samples.
However, the films rather showed isotropic features of

VR

in the film plane,
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contradictory to the calculations.
Single crystal films on a Si(111) substrate complicate fitting of the
elastic constants because of low crystal symmetry (trigonal). Previously, it has
been observed for Na+ {3"-alumina single crystals of trigonal symmetry that
the anisotropic behavior of the surface acoustic wave velocities in the plane
results from the

C14

elastic constant of the film. 107 A film that is elastically

isotropic in the plane, like films grown by sputtering discussed in Chapter 3,
does not include the c14 value in its elastic constants. Setting

C14

= 0 would

also simplify the crystal symmetry from trigonal to hexagonal, which makes

Table 4.1

cij (CPa = 109
N/m2)

Trigonal

Hexagonal
Approx.

cll

194.4

195.0

c13

44.8

44.1

C33

203.9

203.9

C55

60.4

55.0

c12

54.4

45.4

C14

13.5

0.0

C66

70.0

74.8

cR

50.0

50.0

Comparison of the elastic constants cij for single
crystal Si(111) with trigonal symmetry to those
determined
with a hexagonal symmetry
a pproxima tion.
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the calculation of velocity dispersion with the elastic constants much easier.
In Table 4.1, the elastic constants obtained with an approximation of
hexagonal symmetry are compared with those for pure single crystal Si. Two
results are in excellent agreement.
In the current study, it was observed that single crystal films did not
exhibit anisotropic feature of v R with rotation angle in the film plane. Based
on the experimental observations, the calculation of velocity dispersion with
elastic constants was simplified with the hexagonal approximation of the
original trigonal symmetry. This simplification is used for fitting the velocity
dispersion in all single crystal films grown by MBE.

4.2 AglPd superlattices

4.2.1 Enhancement of the shear elastic constant

C55

I prepared AglPd superlattice films with three different composition
ratios using magnetically enhanced dc-triode sputtering (details in Chapter 3).
Three sets of AglPd superlattice films were investigated using Brillouin
scattering. In Figure 4.2 (a), the measured Rayleigh wave velocities v R for the
1:1 AglPd superJattice films are plotted as a function of modulation
wavelength A. The closed circles correspond to data collected from the first
set of samples, and the open circles correspond to data collected from films
grown several weeks later. Despite having considerable difference in the
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structural coherence length values

(~,

see Figure 3.3), the

VR

of the films

prepared months later were enhanced as much as the first series of films.
The reproducibility of the sample preparation is good, as the Rayleigh wave
velocities for both sets of samples agree to within 5% for A near 55

A.

The

dashed line corresponds to the Rayleigh wave velocity value calculated using
Equation 4.2 for a semi-infinite superlattice for which the constituent layers
have bulk silver and palladium properties. It can be seen that, as A decreases,
VR

increases monotonically by 22%. This is equivalent to a 50% increase in css .

Although a small (-13%) enhancement of Css was previously reported in
Au/Cr,14 this is the first time that such a large enhancement in Css has been
measured with BLS in a miscible fcc/fcc metallic superlattice system. There is
also no critical phenomena observed for A = 25

A, for which a 500%

enhancement of the biaxial modulus YB was observed in AglPd superlattices
by the bulge tester method.!
In Figure 4.2 (a), the open arrow at A
velocity (vI{

= 1660

= 0 Aindicates

the measured

m/sec) of the Rayleigh acoustic mode of a co-deposited

Ag-Pd alloy film, and the closed arrow at A
measured velocity vI{

= 0 Acorresponds

= 1850 nt/sec of the same Ag-Pd

to the

alloy film after

annealing.
The same monotonic increase of

VR

with decreasing A was observed in

the AglPd superlattice samples with 3:1 and 1:3 compositions. Figure 4.2 (b)
shows a strong dependence of V R on the modulation wavelength A. Open
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triangles represent data taken from the 3:1 AglPd films and open squares
correspond to data from the 1:3 AglPd films. Both arrows indicate the
calculated

'V R

as obtained using both Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2:

nt/sec for the 3:1 films and
the

'V R

'VR

'V R

is 1590

= 1685 nt/sec for the 1:3 films. As A decreased,

for the 3:1 and 1:3 samples increased by approximately 13% and 14%,

which are equivalent to a 26% and 28% enhancement of css .

4.2.2 Longitudinal Guided Modes (LGM)

Light scattering from the longitudinal guided modes (LGMs) of
metallic films was identified. LGMs are film-guided acoustic modes which
have displacements primarily along the propagation direction in the film
plane, and velocities that are strongly dependent on the longitudinal elastic
constant c11 . From the measured velocity of the first order LGM, C11 for
metallic thin films was accurately determined for the first time.
In previous BLS studies,lOs.109 LGMs were observed for films that
were transparent to the incident light. For transparent films, strong LGM
peaks are observed in the BLS spectra since the large penetration depth

OOpl

of

the light produces a large amount of elasto-optic scattering. lOs However, for
metallic films,

Oopl

(=150

A) is much smaller than for transparent materials, so

that the scattering intensity is almost entirely due to the surface ripple
mechanism.lOs For semi-infinite metallic films, the LGMs become the
longitudinal resonance,110 there is no surface ripple, and a dip
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corresponding to the longitudinal resonance should be observed in BLS
spectra. I1O However, for films of finite thickness, such as the 1:1 AglPd
superlattice films, there was a small amount of surface ripple scattering which
produces weak, but measurable peaks in the BLS spectra corresponding to the
LGMs.
A BLS spectrum for a AglPd superlattice film with A"= 37 A and total
film thickness h

= 4570 A is shown in Figure 4.3.

The peaks with frequency
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Figure 4.3

BLSospectrum for a AglPd superlattice film with A =
37 A. The angle of incidence was e = 70°, the
incident laser power was 100 mW.
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shifts between 6 and 14 GHz are due to light scattering from the Rayleigh
and Sezawa modes. Also, there are three weak peaks between 16 and 21 GHz
which are shown with an expanded vertical scale as an inset to Figure 4.3.
Velocity dispersion curves for the A

= 37 A AglPd sample are shown in

Figure 4.4. The solid curves were calculated using the best fit elastic constant
values. The agreement between the data and the calculated curves is
excellent. In addition to the branches corresponding to the Rayleigh and
Sezawa modes, there also are branches with velocities v > 4000 m/sec
0
~
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Velocity dispersion curves for the A = 37 A AglPd
film. The open circles are data and the solid curves
were calculated using the best-fit film elastic
constants.
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corresponding to the weak peaks in Figure 4.3. To understand the origin of
these weak peaks, the range of qh values for the calculated velocity dispersion
curves has been extended to qh

= 20.

For v > 4000 nt/sec, the calculated

curves are quite complicated since they consist of two different sets of curves.
One set corresponds to the Sezawa modes, whose asymptotic velocity values
for large qh agree closely (within 1.3% for qh

= 20)

with the film longitudinal

velocity v L = (c ll /p)1I2 = 4140 nt/sec. These two sets of curves do not intersect.
Instead, the modes hybridize near the crossing points, forming gaps in the
dispersion curves. Because of the close correspondence between vL and the
asymptotic velocity values of the set of high velocity modes, these modes
have been identified as the longitudinal guided modes 108,lo9 of the film. Since
VL

is less than the transverse velocity of the sapphire substrate, vr

= 6070 mis, the

= (csJp)1I2

LGMs should ~ppear in the discrete partltt of the velocity

dispersion curves and have narrow linewidths, as is observed in Figure 4.4.
The weak peaks in Figure 4.3 correspond to light scattering from the three
lowest order (lowest velocity) LGMs.
The assignment of the set of high velocity modes in Figures 4.3 and 4.4
as the LGMs of the film was verified with two different calculations. The
LGM velocities

V LGM

should depend strongly on cll . Because of this, for the

mode identified as the first order LGM, the dependence of the elastic constant
CLGM

= P(V LGM )I05 on each of the independent elastic constants was calculated

while fixing the other elastic constants at their equilibrium values. For the A

-------

-------_.
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= 37 AAglPd sample and qh = 10.3, c)]

has the largest effect on

(-15%) change in c)] produces a change in
respectively. This strong dependence of

CLGM

CLGM

CLGM :

a +15%

of + 12.0% (-11.5%),

on c)] is very similar to the

dependence of the Rayleigh mode modulus cR on

C55•

The dependence of

CLGM

on the other elastic constants is much weaker: changes of + 15% (-15%) in
C33

and

C55

produce changes in

CLGM

C 13'

of only +0.5%, +2.1 and +2.1 % (+2.9, -0.9

and -1.6%), respectively.
Secondly, LGMs are predominantly longitudinally polarized, so that
the displacement component u l of the modes parallel to the film surface
should be much larger than the perpendicular component u.l.. Therefore, the

I u l I 2 and I u.1. I 2 across

the thickness of the film have been calculated for

the first order LGM of the A

= 37 A AglPd sample with qh

= 10.3. The

predominantly longitudinal displacement profiles for this mode are very
similar to those for LGMs observed in transparent materials. 108,109 The peak
values of

I u l I 2 exceeds the

I u.1. I 2 by a factor of 8.

peak value of

both the strong dependence of

CLGM

on

C)]'

Thus,

and the large degree of

longitudinal polarization, for the first order LGM confirm the assignment of
the high velocity modes in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 as the LGMs of the film.
The

C1\

elastic constant was determined for a metallic film using the

first order LGM velocity. Similar to the

C55

elastic constant, the c)] elastic

constant is related to the LGM velocity

VLGM

with the relation: c)] =

,B[P( VLGMcak)2], where ,B .. 0.9. Using the c)] elastic constants determined by the
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above relationship, a least-square fit to the BLS data is performed to obtain

The A dependence of Cll and Css for a series of the 1:1 AglPd
superlattice films is shown in Figure 4.5. It can be seen that cll increases
monotonically as A decreases below 60

A to the minimum A value ·of 5 A.

The total increase in cll is 16%. The values of Css were obtained from a leastsquare fit of the BLS data although Css is determined primarily by the
Rayleigh mode velocity. The values of Css also increase monotonically as A
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decreases, with a total change in C55 of 50%. This variation of C55 with A is the
largest change observed to date for any metallic superlattice system.
Unlike the YB data reported for AglPd films/ no dramatic enhancement
in either the cll or C55 data was observed near A
metallic films}5 YB

= 25 A.

For sputtered

= Cll+CI2-2(C1//C33)' where Cl1=C33=2c12=2c13.

The elastic

constant cll has the largest contribution to YB. The accurate determination of
Cll for metallic superlattice films is an important step toward the reconciliation
of BLS and bulge tester measurements of these films.
In this BLS study, the Cl1 elastic constant was accurately determined for
the first time using the measured velocity of the first order LGM. Large
increases of both CI1 and C55 for the 1:1 AglPd superlattice films was observed
as A was decreased. AglPd is the first metallic superlattice system for which
both the longitudinal (c ll ) and shear (C55) elastic constants have been found to
have the same qualitative A dependence.

4.2.3 Annealing study
As described in the previous section, the Brillouin scattering
measurements of the 1:1 AglPd superlattice films displayed a monotonic
increase of the elastic constant C55 by 50% and CI1 by 16% as A was decreased.
The enhancement of C55 was ascribed to the extended interfaces induced by
intermixing of the constituents.
The change in elastic behavior due to intermixing induced by
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annealing was investigated for both a AglPd superlattice film and a codeposited Ag-Pd alloy film. For the superlattice film, the sample was placed
inside an Ar-filled furnace in ambient atmospheric pressure. The furnace was
heated to T = 375 °C at the rate of 22 °C/min., held at T = 375 °C for 65
minutes. Then it was cooled down to room temperature at the rate of 10.4
°C/min. The annealing process is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.6. The
BLS measurements were performed during annealing. For the co-deposited
Ag-Pd alloy film, the annealing was performed at the same temperature and
in the same period of time, but in 1 x 10-7 torr. The BLS data were taken
before and after annealing.
After annealing, the shear elastic constant

C55

of both films exhibited a

large increase in conjunction with a loss of chemical modulation of the
constituents due to an alloy formation, as described in Chapter 3. These
observations confirm that the intermixing at the interfaces and the formation
of Ag-Pd alloy are closely related with a large enhancement of the shear
elastic constant c55 •

AglPd superlattice film
To study the effect of annealing, a AglPd superlattice film with A = 60

A and

tAg:tpd=1:1 was selected because it had good chemical modulation and a

relatively low velocity value of vR• In situ BLS measurements were performed
to observe a change of the elastic behavior in the film during annealing.
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Since the film structure was expected to change very rapidly in the beginning
of the annealing process due to recrystallization and grain growth,112 the
Brillouin scattering experiment was focused only on the Rayleigh mode.
Typically, 10 mW of laser light (I..

= 5145 A) polarized in the sagittal

plane was focused onto the sample surface and 1800 backscattered light was
collected and analyzed using a high contrast tandem (3+3 passes) Fabry-Perot
interferometer. lOS A series of 6 spectra were collected in the pre-determined
scattering geometry. Figure 4.6 shows the Rayleigh sound velocity

VR

plotted

as a function of annealing time. Before annealing the v R was initially 1530 ±
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5 nl/sec, as represented at time 0 in Figure 4.6. While annealing, the film
exhibited a rapid increase of the Rayleigh wave velocity as a function of
annealing time. Even during the sample cooling, the velocity continued to
increase and saturated at 1840 ± 5 nl/sec. A total increase of v R was
approximately 22%, which is equivalent to a 50% enhancement in the shear
elastic constant

C55

of the film.

After annealing, the experimental dispersion of all of the surface
acoustic waves in the annealed sample was obtained and fitted to the elastic
constants. The best fit elastic constants are listed for the sample before and
after annealing in Table 4.2.
The results show that the shear elastic constant
while the compressional elastic constants cll and
10%. Such a large increase of

C55.

C55
C33

was increased by 50%
were increased by only

was closely related with the increase of

structural coherence length in the growth direction which was measured for

cll

C 13

C33

C55

Pre-annealed

186

117

189

29.0

Post-annealed

202

121

214

43.8

Change (%)

+9

+3

+13

+51

Table 4.2

Best fit of the elastic constants in a AglPd
superlattice film before and after annealing. The
units are in CPa (109 N/m2).
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the post-annealed film using x-ray diffraction analysis (see the details in
Chapter 3).

Co-deposited Ag-Pd alloy film
Contrary to the prediction of maximum Rayleigh sound velocity (VR =
1810 nt/sec for a 1:1 superlattice film with A

= 8 A)

in a homogeneous alloy

film, the as-deposited Ag-Pd alloy film demonstrated merely v R = 1660 mlsec
which agrees to within 0.6% with the calculated value using Equation 4.2.
The Rayleigh wave velocities measured from the co-deposited film and the
superlattice film with A

= 20 Aand

25

Aare

within 4.5%. Structurally, the

co-deposited film is identical to the superlattice films between 15 ~ A ~ 25

A.

On the other hand, the high degree structural order of the annealed Ag-Pd
alloy film that improved by annealing became nearly identical to that of the
superlattice films with A ::::: 10

A.

The

VI{

of the annealed film was enhanced

from 1660 nt/sec to 1850 nt/sec. The value was as large as those of AglPd
multilayer films of the smallest modulation wavelength A ::::: 10

A.

The results

of VI{ before and after annealing experiment are presented with open arrows
at A

= 0 A in Figure 4.2 (a).

4.3 Cu/Pd superlattices

4.3.1 Cu/Pd superlattices: by sputtering
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Brillouin light scattering was performed on sputter-deposited Cu/Pd
films to study how the elastic properties of the films correlated with their
structure. Figure 3.11 shows the Rayleigh sound velocity

VR VS.

the

modulation wavelength A. The Rayleigh sound velocity vR shows a clear
dependence on A. As A is decreased to = 38

A, VR decreases by 8%.

equivalent to a 24% softening of the shear elastic constant css . The
increased as A is decreased further below A = 38
VR

A.

This is

VR

rapidly

A strong dependence of

on A is contradictory to the results by Davis et. al.s in which the

VR

exhibited no considerable change with A in the CuJPd system.
To compare with the measured data, the elastic tensor cij of Cu and Pd
was calculated for both Voigt and Reuss estimates in hexagonal symmetry
using bulk elastic constants. 1l3 The cij of polycrystalline superlattice films
was then determined according to the method by Grimsditch 1s by assuming
the multilayer films as an elastic continuum. Within the approximation that
the Rayleigh sound velocity

VR

depends only on Css, I calculated the

theoretical vR to be 1950 ± 130 nt/sec. This calculated value should be
independent of A. Over the entire range of modulation wavelength, the
experimentally measured v1( data are lower than the theoretical value by up to
15% and show a noticeable dependence on A.

4.3.2 CuJPd superlattices: by MBE
Brillouin scattering was performed on MBE-grown Cu/Pd films to
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study how the elastic properties were correlated with their structures in the
single crystal superlattice films. Figure 4.7 shows the shear elastic constant

C55

plotted as a function of modulation wavelength A. Like sputter-deposited
Cu/Pd superlattices shown in Figure 3.11, there is a strong dependence of C55
on A. The

C55

decreases by approximately 26% with respect to that for the

largest A, and then it rapidly increases below A ... 40
modulation wavelength was determined at Ac = 40

A.

The critical

Awhich was nearly

identical to the value observed in polycrystalline Cu/Pd superlattices.
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4.4 Anisotropic behavior of

VR

According to the theoretical calculation for a single crystal Si(111),
anisotropic behavior of the surface acoustic modes is expected as a function of
azimuth angle <P in the film plane. The velocities of surface acoustic waves
guided in the Si(l11) film should exhibit a six fold symmetry as a function of
<P

in which the Rayleigh acoustic wave has minimum velocity when

propagating along the <110> crystal directions while it has maximum value
in the <112> directions. Figure 4.8 shows the BLS spectra measured in the
two crystal orientations of the Si(111) plane: (a) in the [112] direction and (b)
in the [110] direction. For both spectra, the leading peak with high scattering
intensity is identified as the Rayleigh acoustic mode. In Figure 4.8 (b), an
additional peak following the Rayleigh acoustic mode was observed but not
in the [112] direction. This mode is predicted from the calculation of the
scattering cross section for a single crystal sample but is not yet clearly
identified. As calculated, a change of Rayleigh wave velocity v R was observed
in a single crystal bare Si(111) wafer and the oscillation amplitude of V R was
approximately 5%. Figure 4.9 shows the anisotropic behavior of

VR

(0) as a

function of <p which was measured from the Si wafer flat. The minimum
velocity of the Rayleigh acoustic wave was 4470 nt/sec measured in the Si[011]
direction (or <p = 60°).
I have prepared several single crystal Cu(l11) and Pd(111) films on an
off-oriented Si(l11) substrate of which the [111] crystal direction is tilted by
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BLS spectra measured in the two crystal orientat!,9ns
of the Si(111) plane: (a) along Si[112] and (b) Si[110]
directions.
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_4° from the surface normal. Using rocking curve measurements described in
Section 3.1.5, I observed that the films had grown with the [111] direction
according to the Si substrate. Theory predicted a nearly identical anisotropic
behavior of vR in the off-oriented Si(I11). In Figure 4.9, the solid line
represents the calculated Rayleigh velocity vR for a _4° tilted Si(lll) surface
and the dashed line represents the one for a on-orientation Si(111) surface.
Thus, regardless of a slight off-orientation of the [111] direction, the velocities
of acoustic modes in the films are expected to vary with cPo
For thin Cu(I11) films of t

= 66 A on a Si(111) substrate, an oscillation
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of the velocities of the acoustic modes with ¢ similar to a bare Si(111) surface
is shown in Figure 4.10. Shown in Figure 4.10 is the measured BLS spectra as
a function of ¢. The azimuth angle ¢ is measured from the wafer flat, and its
relationship with the crystal orientations of Si(111) is illustrated in Figure 4.11.
In a BLS spectrum, the leading peak at the smallest frequency shift with the
highest intensity is the Rayleigh acoustic wave and the third one at the
largest frequency shift is identified as a Sezawa mode. The second peak near
the Rayleigh acoustic wave was also found, as observed for Si(111) in the
< 110> direction. The detailed mode identification is under examination.

Figure 4.12 shows the velocities of acoustic waves as a function
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Variation of surface acoustic waves as a function of
¢, as measured from the single crystal Cu(lll) film
of t = 66 A on Si(l11).
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Crystallographic orientation of a Si(lll) wafer and
azimuthal angle measured from the wafer flat.

of ¢, as obtained from the BLS spectra shown in Figure 4.10. As shown in
the Figure, the anisotropic behavior in the sound wave velocities is clearly
demonstrated in this film. However, it should be noted that the Cu(111)
plane grows rotated 300 from the Si(111) plane as observed in RHEED and
LEED. This means that the Cu<110> (or Cu<112» direction is on the
Si<112> (or Si<110» direction. The observation of a minimum in

VR

was

measured in the Si<110> direction but not in the Cu<110> direction. This is
contrary to the theoretical calculation of vR in the plane. Comparing the
measured BLS spectra from Si(l11) and Cu(66 A)/Si(111), both spectra exhibit
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identical features except a slight difference in the frequency shift of the
modes which is due to the modified surface of the thin eu film. The surface
acoustic waves guided in a thin film are localized at the surface within 3000

A

such that the displacements decay exponentially into the film.37 According to
the detailed growth study,45,so eu forms copper silicide of up to about 40

A on

a Si substrate. Thus, it is concluded that the observed anisotropic behavior in
the thin eu film (66

A) results from the single crystal Si(111) substrate but not

from single crystal eu(111) film itself.
For thick films (t ;::: 300 A), single crystal films (both eu and Pd) grown
on a Si(111) substrate did not show the anisotropic behavior of
plane. Instead, the measured

VR

VR

in the

was rather isotropic even though the films

were proved to be single crystal by x-ray analysis, ion beam channeling
experiments and RHEED.

Effect of surface roughness on BLS
MBE-grown single element eu and Pd films were severely damaged
over a period of time when they were stored in a desiccator filled with blue
drierites. The color of eu films changed to a dark green appearance. Using
RBS, it was observed that a strong chlorine contamination was present in the
samples stored in the desiccator for an extended period of time. For a eu
film of t

= 310 A, the penetration of chlorine into the film

was estimated to

be approximately half of the film thickness, as observed using RBS. The
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reaction of chlorine with Cu and Pd films resulted in an increase of surface
roughness and film contamination.
Brillouin light scattering from these films showed an intense diffuse
scattering, which indicated an increase of surface roughness of the films after
film damage. Surface modes in a spectrum were not as well resolved as those
from the film before contamination. However, no significant change in the
frequency shift of the Rayleigh mode was observed.
There are two kinds of drierite: i.e., blue and white. The former
includes CoCl 2 that is used as a color indicator: i.e., after water absorption
blue drierite turns into pink. Film contamination occurred in the following
reactions: (1) when blue drierite absorbs moisture, CoCl2 reacts with H 20 and
releases HCI as a by-product. (2) the hydrochloric acid (HCl) reacts with Cu
and Pd in films. This reaction with copper yields copper chloride compounds
such as CuCly CuCl 2 ·Cu(OH)y CuCl2 ·2H 20 and CuCi 2 ·3CuO 4H20 all of
which have greenish color. It is recommended not to store films with blue
drierite.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 AglPd supedattices

5.1.1 Origin of elastic enhancement in Css

As measured by Brillouin light scattering (BLS), described in the
chapter 4, AglPd supedattice films showed a large· monotonic increase of
elastic constants cij by up to 50% for Css and 16% for

C1l1

as A was decreased.

This is the first time that such a large enhancement in css has been measured
with BLS in a miscible fcc/fcc metallic superlattice system, although a small
(-13%) enhancement of Css was previously reported in Au/Cr. 14 As shown in

Figure 4.2 (a), the Rayleigh acoustic wave velocity

V R,

measured in the

samples prepared several months after the first series films, was enhanced as
much as the first series of films despite having considerable difference in the
structural coherence length values (see Figure 3.3). In addition, after
annealing a AglPd supedattice film with A = 60
1530 m/sec to 1840 nt/sec. The enhancement of

A, the v R was enhanced from

VR

corresponds to a 50%

increase of Css (see Table 4.2). On the other hand, the measured v R of the codeposited Ag-Pd alloy film unexpectedly agreed within 0.6% with the
calculated value of
films with A = 20

VR

and within 4.7% of the measured vI{ for the supedattice

A and 25 A.

In contrast, the

VR

of the annealed co-
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deposited Ag-Pd alloy film increased to the same value (1850 m/sec) as what
was found in the films of smallest modulation.
From x-ray diffraction analysis I find that AglPd superlattices undergo
a structural transformation with A. When plotted against

VA, the normalized

structural coherence length ~/A of 1:1 AglPd superlattices shows two
distinctive trends, as illustrated in Figure 3.3 (a). A kink is at A .. 20

A, which

is called the critical modulation wavelength A,;. The change in slope and
rapid increase of ~/A for A < Ac was reproducible in the samples prepared
several months later than the first series 1:1 films. As shown in Figure 3.3 (b)
and (c), similar behavior in VA as a function of

VA was also obtained in the

3:1 and 1:3 AglPd superlattice films. The critical modulation wavelengths for
3:1 and for 1:3 were 20.0

A and 24.2 A, respectively.

For three series of AglPd

superlattice films, the normalized structural coherence length ~/A increases
slowly as I/A is increased and then increases rapidly for A ::; Ac .
For films with A > A" superlattice lines were seen using x-ray
diffraction ill agreement with theory. However, the films having A ::; Ac
showed no x-ray satellites. Instead they exhibited appreciable film textures in
all allowed reflections for fcc crystals using both Bragg-Brentano and
Seemann-Bohlin x-ray diffraction analysis. A considerable [200] texture, like
that of the co-deposited homogeneous alloy film, was observed for samples
with A "" Ac. In other words, while the films for A > Ac (= 20

A)

retained a

chemical modulation with only [111] texture in the growth direction, the films
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for A < Ae did not have such modulation structure.
Combining the loss of x-ray satellite lines and the sudden change of
the structural coherence length, it is certain that below the critical thickness
the films no longer grow with the one-dimensional long range order of a
superlattice structure but rather turn into a solid solution alloy.
Thermodynamically, Ag and Pd form a complete solid-solution over the entire
composition range. tH Because of their similar atomic sizes, Ag and Pd
should form a substitutional alloy. Obviously, in the current system, the alloy
formation takes place by interdiffusion at the interfaces during the room
temperature deposition. For the given growth conditions, the critical bilayer
thickness of about Ae '" 20

A defines the A value at which the films

transform

from multilayers to a homogeneous alloy or vise versa. Thus, I infer the
critical thickness dj of intermixing to be

= 10 A.

Above the critical bilayer

thickness films develop eventually into superlattice structures with three
layers in a unit bilayer thickness; a Ag and a Pd crystalline layer and a 10
thick intermixed Ag-Pd alloy layer at the interface. The same dj
obtained independently from a theoretical fit of

V1(

A

= 10 A was

versus 1/A as well.

The measured average lattice spacing davg [111] in the growth direction
showed little change with A within only 0.6% in both series of 1:1 samples
with A :s; 20

A.

For A > 20

A, it remained constant to within

0.2% (Figure 3.5

(a)). As A was decreased, the homogeneous strain was changed from +0.25%
for A > Ae to -0.3% for A =::; Ae. In addition, the measured average lattice
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parameter a agreed with the value for the Ag-Pd alloy within +0.4% and 0.2% for the first and second series of 1:1 films, respectively. For the AglPd
superlattice films with different composition ratios shown in Figure 3.5 (c),
the measured lattice spacing d[111] in the growth direction showed little
change with A, like the 1:1 AglPd films. The homogeneous strain in the
growth direction changes by only 0.3% in both series of samples below the
critical modulation wavelength Ac = 20

A, while for A > Ac it remains

constant to within 0.05% for the 3:1 series and to within 0.02% for the 1:3
series. As shown in Figure 3.5 (c), both series of films also show a tendency
for compressive strain as A was decreased below A

~

Ac. The observed

tendency for compressive strain in all the AglPd films is believed to result
from the alloy formation of the Ag and Pd. After annealing a AglPd
superlattice film with A = 60

A, the homogeneous strain in

the [111] direction

changed as much as 1% from +0.22% (tensile) to -0.74% (compressive).
Unlike the behavior previously observed in Nb/Cu ll ,23 and Mo/Ta24 ,
AglPd superJattices show no obvious inter-relationship between v R and the
homogeneous strain in the growth direction. This result also contradicts that
of the sputter-deposited Cu/Pd superlattices that I will discuss in the
following Section 5.2.1. For A > Ac' little change in the homogeneous strain
(0.2%) is observed. This small little change of the lattice spacing d for A > 20

A results from

the interdiffusion of Ag and Pd at the interfaces such that the

strain energy at the interfaces is released completely. A slight contraction for
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A

~

Ac is due to the alloying of the Ag-Pd solid solution.
For A > Ac' intermixing at the interfaces is inferred from the reduced

intensity ratios of the satellite line to the Bragg peak of the well modulated
AglPd films, when compared to the theoretically expected ratios for an ideal
AglPd superlattice film without intermixing.ll2 By assuming an initial
rectangular1l5,1l6 or a trapezoidal composition profile t17 several studies
have modeled the x-ray diffraction spectra of multilayer films to study
intermixing of interfaces. McWhan et al. found the interfaces in Nb/AI
multilayers consisted of crystalline Nb/Al3 formed by interdiffusion over a
distance of 11 A}5 Unfortunately, due to the small x-ray contrast of the
constituents, the AglPd system did not yield enough superlattice lines to
allow us to generate a composition profile.
The results of an annealing study on a AglPd superlattice with A

A is shown

= 60

in Figure 3.7. The x-ray spectra taken before and after the

annealing are significantly different from each other. The film is changed
such that the good chemical modulation initially present is completely lost
after annealing. The x-ray spectrum of the annealed AglPd film became
nearly identical to that of the co-deposited Ag-Pd alloy film (Figure 3.7 (b)).
These observations indicate that the original superlattice film is transformed
into a Ag-Pd alloy during annealing.
After annealing the AglPd film, there were significant changes in both
the homogeneous strain (from +0.22% to -0.74%) and the structural coherence
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length

e in the [111] direction (from 290 A to 445 A).

The high degree

structural order with the [111] texture observed was almost identical to the

~uperlattice films with A = 10 A and the annealed Ag-Pd alloy film. In
addition, the

C55

enhanced by 50% in the annealed film. These observations

indicate that the enhancement of

C55

is closely related with the change in

~

and the homogeneous strain due to intermixing.
Unexpectedly, the as-deposited Ag-Pd alloy film demonstrated only v R
= 1660 m/sec which agreed to within 0.6% with the theoretical value and was

also within 4.5% of those of the superlattice film with A = 20

Aand 25 A.

During annealing, the cO-deposited Ag-Pd alloy film improved its structural
order in the growth direction from 200

Ato 520 Aas the vR was enhanced

from 1660 nt/sec to 1850 nt/sec. The high degree of structural order of the AgPd alloy film became nearly identical to that of the superlattice films with A

= 10 A.

The v R was as large as those of AglPd multilayer films of the smallest

modulation wavelength A = 10

A.

Previously shown in Figure 3.4 (a), a detailed analysis of crystallite
sizes for the 1:1 AglPd superlattice films was done as a function of A using
Bragg-Brentano x-ray diffraction and Seemann-Bohlin x-ray diffraction. I
observed that the films for A ::s 25

Asignificantly improve their structural

order by 140% with the [111] grain along the growth direction. A rapid
increase in the structural coherence length (or crystallite size for alloy film)
for A ::5 25

A implies

that the recrystallization of alloyed films is enhanced by
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the thinner layer thicknesses of Ag and Pd. I believe that the recrystallization
of Ag and Pd in the smaller layer thickness results in large structural
coherence lengths. All the films with high structural order in the [111]
direction show the highest enhancement of
good correlation of the measured

VR

C55•

Figure 5.1 displays a very

with the crystallite size of [111]

orientation. Closed triangles are the data taken from the annealed codeposited Ag-Pd film. A 260% increase of crystallite size is equated to a 12%
enhancement of vR (1850 m/sec). An annealing experiment of co-deposited
alloy film confirms the correlation between the vR and the structural order in
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Correlation of measured vR with structural coherence
length in the growth direction.
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the [111] direction.
It is evident from my x-ray observations that the compositionmodulated crystalline AglPd superlattice film transforms into a homogeneous
Ag-Pd alloy below the critical modulation wavelength

~,

as A is decreased. I

conclude that the crystallization of the Ag-Pd alloy induced by intermixing is
responsible for such a large increase of the shear elastic constant Css for A ::5
AC'

5.1.2 Extended interfaces
The A dependence of the measured elastic constants of the AglPd
superlattice films have been interpreted using a simplified model in which
"bulk AglPd" layers are separated by interface layers of thickness dj • The
schematic drawing of the superlattice structure shown in Figure 3.1 is
modified for a new interface model (shown in Figure 5.2) that includes an
interface with extended thickness. The interface layer elastic constants are
allowed to differ from those of the "bulk AglPd" layers. The "bulk AglPd"
layers have elastic constants that are equal to the superlattice elastic constants
in the limit of large A (A-+oo). In this limit, the contribution of the interface
layers to the superlattice elastic constants is negligible. This model is similar
to that used by Baumgart et a1. 34 and Clemens and EesleyZh to interpret their
data.
For A ::5 2d j , this model assumes that the film is no longer a

- - - - - - - - - - - -.
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Figure 5.2

Schematic diagram of a modified superlaUice
structure with extended interface layers.

superlattice, but is just a homogeneous film consisting of interface material.
In this case, the superlattice elastic constants are equal to those of the
interface layers. For A > 2d j , the

C11

and

C55

superlattice elastic constants are

given bYW·26

(5.1)
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The subscripts band i refer to the "bulk AglPd" layers and interface layers,
respectively. The terms within the brace brackets in Equation 5.2, which
contain the

C 13

and

C33

values for the "bulk AglPd" layers, the interface layers

and the superlattice, provide corrections of the order of 5%. Thus, the right
hand side of Equation 5.2 is determined primarily by the first two terms. I
found experimentally that the A dependence of the fitted values of
are very small: the values of Cn and

C33

C)3

and

C33

are 115 GPa ±3% and 191 GPa ±6%,

respectively.
With the best fit superlattice elastic constants
procedure was used to fit the A dependence of

Cl1

C l1

and

and
C55

C55 '

a least squares

to curves calculated

using the interface model described above. Five parameters are obtained in
this analysis: the "bulk AglPd" elastic constants (C l1 )b and (C55)b' the interface
elastic constants (C l1 )i and (C55)i' and the interface thickness di • The density Pi
of the interface layers was taken to be the weighted average of the densities
of the Ag and Pd layers (Pi=11.23 glcm 2), which is a valid assumption for two
reasons. First, d,wg has only a small dependence on A (total change within
±O.4% measured using x-ray diffraction analysis shown in Figure 3.5).
Therefore, the lattice spacing along the growth direction within the interface
layers is almost equal to the average value within the Ag and Pd layers.
Second, by combining the RBS and x-ray diffraction results for films for
which high angle x-ray diffraction superlattice satellite peaks were observed
(A > 25 )..), it was found that the average film density agrees with the bulk
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film density to within 2% for these films.
The dependence of the

ell

and

C55

superlattice elastic constants on 1/A

for the two series of 1:1 AglPd superlattice films is shown in Figure 5.3. The
open circles are data of the first series of films and the solid circles are new
data of the second series of films. The solid curves were calculated using the
best fit "bulk AglPd" and interface elastic constant and d; values obtained
from the interface model described above. The agreement between the data
and the solid curve is especially good for

CS5 '

because the overall change in

CS5

is very large (50%). The new data with small A values (solid circles) are
essential to determine the existence and A value of the "kink" points on the
calculated curves, which occur for A

= 2d;.

For the 1:1 AglPd superlattice

films, I find that the interface thickness d; = 11
agreement with d; (10

A)

Awhich is in very good

determined from the structural analysis. It is the

properties of these interface regions which are responsible for the anomalous
elastic properties of this material.

5.2 Cu/Pd superlattices

5.2.1 Sputter-deposited Cu/Pd superlattices
I previously established in Chapter 3 that there is a close relationship
between the homogeneous strain -(dal •s - do)/d o in the growth direction and the
measured Rayleigh sound velocity vR• A similar correlation between the two
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parameters has been observed in Cu/Nb23 and Mo!Ta.2-I This experimental
observation raises the question as to whether or not the correlation between (davg

-

do}ldo and

VR

originates from the interfaces or the bulk layers of

superlattice.
Cu/Pd superlattices show a significant change in the homogeneous
strain (presented in Chapter 3) while the average lattice spacing davg showed a
slight (-0.4%) expansion for A down to

III

38

A, and

then a rapid contraction

by 0.7% as A is further decreased. Accordingly as described in Chapter 4,

VR

decreases by 8% with respect to that for the largest A as A is decreased to =38

A and

then increases rapidly for A S 38

constant

CS5

measured

A.

The equivalent shear elastic

revealed a -24% softening as a function of A. In addition, the

VR

was lower than the theoretical value (1950 ± 130 nt/sec) by up to

1_5% in the entire range of A.
I interpreted the data of

dal'g

and v R with a simple model with which

Clemens and Eesley2h used to analyze their data of MolNi, Ti/Ni, and pt/Ni.
Unlike the superlattice model that was used for AglPd superIattices, the
present model of superlattice structure consists of two crystalline layers in a A
with an abrupt change of composition at the interface, as illustrated in Figure
3.1. This assumption is justified with the observed structure of the Cu/Pd
superlattices. Despite the mutual solubility of Cu and Pd,64 the Cu/Pd
superlattice films was observed to hold chemical modulation throughout the
entire range of modulation wavelength. And the intermixing at the interface

--------

--------------
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was limited within a monolayer, as evidenced by the observation of a welldefined x-ray satellite peak in the film with the smallest A

= 10.5 A (see

Figure 3.8). The x-ray diffraction analysis indicates that the Cu/Pd films hold
a nearly ideal superlattice structure like in an immiscible system which
consists of two crystalline layers with little intermixing at the interfaces.
Using the model described above, I obtained strong evidence that interfacial
strain in the Cu/Pd superlattice films is ultimately related to the softening of
the shear elastic constant

C55

with A.

For an ideal one-dimensional Cu/Pd superlattice, the unstrained lattice
spacing do is given by

(5.3)

where l1cu and I1Pd are the number of atomic planes per modulation
wavelength and dcu and dpd are the bulk lattice spacing in the growth
direction. I have approximated that Cu and Pd hold their bulk lattice
spacings within their layers, which is reasonably justified with given the good
chemical modulation of constituents of the films. Using the experimentally
determined average lattice spacings davg, given by davg = N(I1Cu + l1 Pd)' the
relative change in lattice spacing (Lid
from Equation 5.3 as follows;

= dml8 -

do) per bilayer can be rewritten
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(Ad) = 20'.!.A

(5.4)

davg

where 8 =

dint -

(dcu + dpd )/2 and

dint

is the strained interfacial lattice spacing.

The parameter 8 represents a change in the interfacial lattice spacing from its
bulk value (dcu + dPd )/2. Equation 5.4 describes the relative change in average
lattice spacing davg as a function of 1/A. Such a A dependence implies a
correlation between the average lattice spacing davg and the interface density.
Figure 5.4 shows the relative change of lattice spacing

iid/davg

as
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Figure 5.4

Relative change of d vs. 1/A for sputtered Cu/Pd
samples. The kink is at a critical modulation
wavelength Ac III 38 A.

0.10
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calculated from Equation 5.3

VS.

1/A. This plot shows that Lld/davg depends

linearly on 1/A in two regions separated at Ac

III

38

A.

The interfacial strains

extracted from the two straight line fits are -2.2% for A < 38
A > 38

A.

A and

+3.6% for

This indicates that the interfaces are under compressive stress

(negative slope for A < Ac) and tensile stress (positive slope for A >

Ac).

As

can be seen from Figure 5.4, at the point Ac where the interfacial strain turns
from tensile to compressive the Rayleigh sound velocity v R has its minimum
value. Although shown in Figure 5.4, the softening of V R with A is related to
the change in the homogeneous elastic strain in the growth direction, the
total change in strain throughout the whole sample range is only a 0.7%.
Such small total strain change with A is the result of large interfacial strain
associated with interface density that is inversely proportional to 1/A. Thus, I
conclude that the softening of

VR

originates from the interfacial strain and

interface density.
In addition, the measured in-plane lattice spacings d[220] of eu and Pd,
shown in Figure 3.13, indicates that the films undergo a structural
transformation from incoherent to coherent structure as A decreases.
However, the observation of coherent structure of the superlattice film at A
14

A exhibited

wavelength (Ac

=

no obvious relationship with the critical modulation

= 38 A)

obtained from the behavior of average lattice spacing

davg in the growth direction.

According to fitting of the x-ray diffraction profile using SUPREX
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program,56 the best fit was achieved by allowing the interfacial parameters
Lid's to contract or expand (see Section 3.1.4). The numerical results of Lid

indicated highly asymmetrical lattice strain at the both interface. In addition,
the large values of the lattice expansion (or contraction) parameter,
particularly in the interface 2 presented in Table 3.1, suggested that the lattice
strain in the growth direction was likely localized near the interfaces.

5.2.2 MBE-grown single crystal films
Single element Cu and Pd films
I prepared high quality single crystal Cu(111) films on a single crystal
Si(111) substrate and single crystal Pd(l11) films on a 60

ACu(111) buffer

layer which was deposited on a Si(111) substrate. The Cu(111) plane grows
rotated 300 from the Si(l11) plane as observed in RHEED and LEED. For
these single element films, structural coherency in the [111] direction was
better than 75% of the entire film thickness as measured from high angle 6-26
x-ray diffraction. The spread of crystallites that was determined using the
rocking curve measurements in the [111] direction was typically about Il. w =
0.60 for both Cu and Pd films. According to ion beam channeling
measurements, shown in Figure 3.21, a eu film of t = 1080
crystal of up to -75% (X
1200

A was

A was single

= 0.25) near the film surface while a Pd film of t =

better than 90% (X = 0.09).

For both Cu(111) and Pd(111) films, well defined streaks in the RHEED
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patterns were observed during the film growth. The diffraction streaks
became sharp and the background dark as the film thickness was increased.
These observations reflect a single crystal growth of the (111) atomic plane
with a smooth surface. Consistently with the RHEED measurements, STM
studies found atomically smooth surface topography for both Cu and Pd
films. Typically, the surface was composed of well defined grains of flat top.
The grain images indicate a columnar growth of crystallites in the [111]
direction, as shown in Figure 3.27 (c). High resolution STM images also
demonstrated for a Pd film with t = 1200

A that the surface consists of six-

sided grain boundaries that was ascribed to the indication of single-crystal
growth of fcc material. s3.&!
STM images, shown in Figure 3.26 (a) for Cu film and in Figure 3.27
(b) for Pd film, found that the (111) plane of the films on off-orientation (_4°)
Si wafer was inclined with respect to the substrate plane by the same amount
as that of the Si[111]. The surface consists of stepped terraces which were
composed of several well defined crystallites. Typical lateral size of
crystallites are 550

Afor Pd films and

-580 to 1000

Afor Cu films.

The steps

descended toward the [112"] direction. The stepped terrace was as large as
approximately 3000

A x 3000 A.

Although all the single element films were grown single crystalline as
proved from various analyses described in Chapter 3, there was no
anisotropic behavior of the surface acoustic waves with orientation in the
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basal plane, as expected from the theoretical calculation for single crystal
films of fcc materials. Rather the single element films exhibit elastically
isotropic with the azimuth angle cP in the film plane. As shown in Figure
4.12, the anisotropic behavior of the sound wave velocities was clearly
observed only in a Cu film with t = 66

A.

However, the profile of surface

modes in BLS spectra (Figure 4.10) was identical to those of single crystal
Si(l11) wafer (Figure 4.9) along both crystal orientations «110> and <112».
In addition, considering the Cu(111) plane growth rotated 30° from Si(111), it
was concluded that the observed anisotropic behavior resulted from the single
crystal Si(111) substrate but not from single crystal Cu(111) film itself.

MBE-grown Cu/pd superlattice films
Cu(111)/Pd(l11) superlattice films were prepared on single crystal
Si(111) substrate using MBE. Using 111 situ RHEED measurements presented
in Figure 3.31, I observed the single crystal film growth with atomically
smooth surface as evidenced by well defined diffraction streaks throughout
the entire multilayer deposition. At the top surface of multilayer films,
observed diffraction features such as arrow head shape and knots in the
streaks indicated that the films would consist of rough surface formed with
grains. STM studies found that single-crystal Cu/Pd films had grown with
grains of flat tops and distinctive boundaries.

STM images of film surfaces

were qualitatively consistent with RHEED measurements of the films surface.
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As observed using x-ray rocking curve measurements in the average [111]
direction of superlattices, the linewidths at the half maximum were less than
Ll (a) !5 1.75°, in contrast to Ll (a)

..

5.0° for polycrystaIIine Cu/Pd films by

sputtering. In addition, the incommensurate growth of Cu(111) on Pd was
observed from RHEED measurements during superlattice deposition.
Using BriIIouin light scattering, it is observed that the shear elastic
constant css decreases by approximately 26% with respect to the film with the
largest A = 120

A, and

then it rapidly increases below A .. 40

Figure 4.7. The Css of a film with A = 9.8

Ais stiffer than

A, as shown in

that for A = 120

The critical modulation wavelength is approximately at Ac = 40

A.

Afor which

the polycrystalline Cu/Pd superlattices also displayed a minimum value of css.
It is quite interesting to note that unlike polycrystalline films (Figure 3.10), the

single-crystal Cu/Pd films do not show a correlation between davg [111] and Css
throughout the entire range of A. For A !5 40

A, shown in Figure 4.7, both

parameters show a reasonable one-to-one relationship with each other: i.e., as
the dal•s[111] decreases, css becomes stiffer. However, there is no such a
relationship observed between davs [l11] and

CS5

for A > 40

A in

which while

davg [l11] remained nearly at the constant value, css decreases by 26% with
decreasing A. The observations seem to be significantly different from the
results of the sputtered Cu/pd superlattices for which the two parameters stiII
showed a relationship above the critical modulation wavelength Ac as
illustrated in Figure 3.10. Both this discrepancy and the elastic anomaly in
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Cu/Pd films can be possibly understood by considering the lattice spacing
changes and the structural disorder at the interfaces.
In high angle 6-26 x-ray diffraction, MBE-grown Cu/Pd films were
observed to hold a good chemical composition of the constituents. Even in
the film with the smallest bilayer thickness (A = 9.8

A.), an x-ray diffraction

spectrum revealed a clear satellite peak of -1 order (Figure 3.16). This also
indicates little intermixing of Cu and Pd at the interfaces like the sputtered
Cu/pd films. The sharp composition change of the constituents at the
interfaces is consistent with the observation of the incommensurate growth of
Cu on Pd (see section 3.4.3).
Since the x-ray diffraction measurements indicate a sharp
compositional change in MBE-grown Cu/Pd films, Equation (5.4) can be used
to know how the homogeneous strain is distributed in a superlattice film.
Figure 5.5 is the relative change of lattice spacing Lld/davg vs. 1/A. This plot
shows that for A smaller than about 40

A. the

two parameters are linearly

dependent on each other. The interfacial strain is approximately -2.3%
(compressive). This means that the samples in this region are under the
negative stress like sputtered Cu/Pd samples. Considering the elastic behavior
for A ::5 Ac' it is conclusive that the rapid increase of
40

A.)

CS5

with decreasing A (::5

is due to the localized strain at the interfaces under the influence of

negative stress. On the other hand, the constant homogeneous strain for A >

Ac is suggestive that the interface effect does not dominate for the samples
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Relative change of d for MBE-grown CuJPd
superlattices as a function of 1/A.

with larger modulation wavelength A > 40

A and

that the lattice change at

the interface is not only reason for the change of the shear elastic constant Css '
Recently, Jaszczak and Wolf21 found in their theoretical model that the
degree of structural disorder at the interfaces is closely correlated with the
magnitude of the elastic anomalies in composition-modulated superlattices of
fcc materials. In particular, the reduced shear elastic modulus with A is a
result of not only the volume expansion at the interface but also the
interfacial disorder induced by misfit dislocation. 21 ,22 As I presented above, the
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MBE-grown Cu/Pd samples shows no obvious change in the lattice change
for A > Ac' but the structural disorder increases with A as discussed in section
3.1.5 (Figure 3.17). In a composition-modulated superlattices, even though
large structural disorder at the biggest A, the effective shear constant C55 is
understood to become the value for A

=

00

(arrow shown in Figure 4.7) as A

is increased, since the contribution from the disorder at the interfaces only
dominates at small A. As discussed in section 3.1.5, the interfacial disorder
introduced by misfit dislocation is inversely proportional to A because of the

VA dependence of misfit dislocation energy and the interface density.58
Therefore, I conclude that the softening of C55 in the MBE-grown Cu/Pd
samples with decreasing A (> Ac) is due to the structural disorder at the
interfaces associated with interface density, while the rapid increase is due to
the lattice spacing change for A

$

AC'
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

6.1 AglPd superlattice system
I conclude from the results presented here that the AglPd superlattice
system transforms from a multilayer to a homogeneous alloy as A is decreased
below a critical modulation wavelength Ac

= 20 A.

For A < Ac, the

disappearance of high angle x-ray diffraction satellite peaks and the large
increase in the structural coherence length and shear elastic constant

C55

indicate the formation of a homogeneous, elastically stiff alloy with a high
degree of structural order. Using BLS the enhancements of the elastic
constants cll by 16% and

C55

by 50% are observed for the 1:1 AglPd

superlattice films, as A is decreased from A
such a large enhancement of

C55

= 120 A.

This is the first time that

and the A dependence of both cl1 and

C55

have been observed in this metallic superlattice system. The observed large
increase of

C55

by 50% is due to the presence of intermixed layers and the

diffusion induced crystallization of the Ag-Pd alloy. I find no evidence in this
work for the supermodulus effect. The increase in elastic constants with
decreasing A is very much smaller than that reported earlier. I conclude that
the anomalous elastic properties in AglPd are due to the formation of
extended, intermixed interface layers rather than being caused by an effect
directly related to the superlattice.
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6.2 Cu/Pd superlattice system
I observed that Cu/Pd superlattice films grow with good chemical
modulation and sharp interfaces. The measured homogeneous strain shows a
close relationship with

V R,

and can be interpreted as being a consequence of

localized strain at the interfaces and variation of interface density with A.
The films are under negative stress (compressive) for A
positive stress (tensile) for A > 38

A.

::s 38 A and under

BLS results show a softening of v R by

-8%, equivalent to a 24% softening of Css . I conclude that the anomalous

softening of the shear elastic constant

C55

in Cu/Pd is due to the localized

strain at interfaces.
Using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), I prepared single crystal
Cu(111)/Pd(111) superlattice films on Si substrates. The films show a good
chemical modulation and sharp composition change at the interfaces. The
BLS results show a 26% softening of

C55

as A is decreased. The softening of

is due to both the localized strain at the interfaces for- A

C55

::s Ac and the

structural disorder at the interfaces for A > Ac. I have observed no evidence
of the supermodulus effect in Cu/Pd.
Theory predicts anisotropic behavior of

VI{

with orientation in the basal

plane of crystalline films. I have not observed such anisotropic change of vR
for either single crystalline Cu(111) or Pd(111) films.
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